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ABSTRACT

Within the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management program, the central concept is to package used
fuel in containers that would be deposited in an underground vault in a plutonic rock formation. To
provide internal mechanical support for the container, the reference design specifies it to be filled with a
matrix of compacted particulate material (called "packed paniculate"), such as quartz sand granules. The
focus of this report is on the mechanical properties of the packed-particulate material, based on
information drawn from the extant literature.

We first consider the packing density of particulate matrices to minimize the remnant porosity and
maximize mechanical stability under conditions of external pressure. It is concluded that a ternary or
quaternary mixture of particulate size fractions will best achieve these objectives. Practical methods,
involving vibratory packing, are reviewed and recommendations made to select techniques to achieve
optimum packing density.

The behaviour of particulates under compressive loading has been of interest to the powder metallurgy
industry (i.e., the manufacture of products from pressed/sintered metal and ceramic powders) since the
early decades of this century. However, it was largely in the 1980s that the technical knowledge moved
from the realm of the empirical to the analytical. In particular, phenomenological equations have now
been formulated to correlate macroscopic behaviour with local stresses and strains associated with
particle-to-particle contact zones. We review the evidence showing that in short timescales, stress-
induced compaction occurs by particle shuffling and rearrangement, elastic distortion, plastic yielding
and microfracturing. Analytical expressions are available to describe these processes in a semi-
quantitative fashion.

Time-dependent compaction, mainly via creep mechanisms, is more complex. Much of the theoretical
and experimental information is confined to higher temperatures (> 500°C), where deformation rates are
more rapid. Thus, for the relatively low ambient temperatures of the waste container (~100°C), we
require analytical techniques to extrapolate the collective particulate creep behaviour. This is largely
accomplished by employing current theories of creep deformation, particularly in the form of
Deformation Mechanism Maps, which allow estimation of creep rates over a wide range of stress and
temperature. The application of these maps to particulate compaction is reviewed and recommendations
are made for their utilization to assess the long-term mechanical performance of the waste container.



To obtain some empirical evidence over very long timescales (measured in millions of years), we have
examined the geological literature. This includes specific information on the compaction of quartz sand,
together with related data on creep deformation in monolithic quartzite rocks. It is interesting to discover
that geologists also use Deformation Mechanism Maps to interpret their observations of compaction and
tectonic deformation. However, the difficulties of determining deformation strains and the conditions of
stress and temperature prevailing in geological formations places limitations on quantifying the relevant
phenomena.

Based on current understanding of creep mechanisms, availability of experimental measurements and
long-term inference from geological phenomena, it would appear that time-dependent compaction of
quartz-like particulates at 100°C occurs very slowly. Recommendations for quantifying the collective
mechanical behaviour of the particulate, and relating this to the expected lifetime of the waste container,
are presented.
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RÉSUMÉ

Dans le cadre du Programme canadien de gestion des déchets de combustible nucléaire, le concept
central est de conditionner le combustible irradié dans des conteneurs qui seraient mis en place dans une
enceinte souterraine située dans une formation de roche plutonique. L'étude de référence prévoit qu'une
matrice de matière particulaire compactée (nommée «particules tassées»), comme des granules de sable
quartzeux, doit remplir le conteneur afin d'assurer son support mécanique intérieur. Le présent rapport
porte essentiellement sur les propriétés mécaniques du matériau de particules tassées, établies d'après les
renseignements recueillis dans la documentation scientifique existante.

Nous prenons d'abord en compte la densité de tassement des matrices de particules afin de réduire au
minimum la porosité résiduelle et de porter au maximum la stabilité mécanique dans les conditions de
pression extérieure. On en conclut qu'un mélange ternaire ou quaternaire de fractions de différentes
tailles de particules permet d'atteindre au mieux ces objectifs. On examine les méthodes pratiques,
faisant appel au tassement par vibration, et on fait des recommandations pour le choix des techniques
permettant d'obtenir la densité de tassement optimale.

Le comportement des matières particulaires sous les charges de compression intéresse l'industrie de la
métallurgie des poudres (c'est-à-dire la fabrication de produits à partir de poudres céramiques et
métalliques comprimées ou frittées) depuis les premières décennies du siècle actuel. Toutefois, c'est
surtout dans les années 80 que les connaissances techniques sont passées du domaine empirique au
domaine analytique. En particulier, des équations phénoménologiques ont maintenant été formulées pour
corréler le comportement macroscopique avec les contraintes et les déformations locales associées aux
zones de contact particule-particule. Nous examinons les preuves montrant qu'à des échelles de temps
courtes, il se produit une compaction induite par les contraintes sous l'effet de la redistribution et du
réarrangement des particules, de la déformation élastique, de la déformation non élastique et de la
fracturation. On dispose d'expressions analytiques pour décrire ces phénomènes d'une manière semi-
quantitative.

La compaction en fonction du temps, principalement sous l'effet des mécanismes de fluage, est plus
complexe. Une grande partie de l'information théorique et expérimentale est confinée aux hautes
températures (> 500 °C), où les vitesses de déformation sont plus rapides. Ainsi, dans le cas des
températures ambiantes relativement basses du conteneur de déchets (~ 100 °C), nous devons faire appel
à des techniques analytiques pour extrapoler le comportement de fluage collectif de la matière
particulaire. On y arrive en général en ayant recours aux théories actuelles de déformation due au fluage,



en particulier sous forme de cartes des mecanismes de deformation qui permettent d'evaluer les vitesses
de fluage pour de^grands intervalles de sollicitation et de temperature. On examine 1'application de ces
cartes a la compaction des particules, et on donne des recommandations en vue de leur utilisation pour
e valuer le comportement mecanique du conteneur de dechets sur de longues peri odes.

Afin d'obtenir quelques indices empiriques sur de grandes echelles de temps (mesurees en millions
d'annees), nous avons etudie la documentation scientifique en matiere de geologie. Cela comprend des
renseignements speciaux sur la compaction du sable quartzeux, ainsi que des donnees pertinentes sur la
deformation de fluage dans la quartzite monolithe. II est interessant de decouvrir que les geologues se
servent aussi des cartes des mecanismes de deformation pour interpreter leurs observations de la
deformation tectonique et de la compaction. Cependant, les difficultes qui surgissent quand il s'agit de
determiner les deformations et les conditions de contrainte et de temperature qui regnent dans les
formations geologiques imposent des limites a la quantification des phenomenes pertinents.

D'apres les connaissances actuelles des mecanismes de fluage, les mesures dont on dispose provenant
d'experiences et les inferences a long terme des phenomenes geologiques, il semble que la compaction en
fonction du temps des matieres particulaires comme le quartz a 100 °C se produit tres lentement. On
donne des recommandations pour quantifier le comportement mecanique collectif de la matiere
particulaire et pour etablir le lien avec la duree de vie prevue du conteneur de dechets.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report addresses some aspects of the engineering design for a container intended for the disposal of
nuclear fuel waste. Thus, the central proposal emerging from the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program is to package used fuel bundles from CANDU® reactors in corrosion-resistant
containers that would be deposited in a deep underground vault excavated to a depth of 500 - 1000 m in a
plutonic rock formation (Johnson et al. 1994). To provide mechanical support for the relatively thin-
walled container, it may be filled with a matrix of compacted particulate material (called "packed
particulate"). The focus of this report is on the mechanical behaviour of this packed-particulate material.

In addition to corrosion durability in the vault environment, attention has been given to the structural
integrity of the container, recognizing that hydrostatic pressures are likely to develop with time. Such
pressures, reaching a level of about 12 MPa, are a result of groundwater resaturating the excavated vault,
plus swelling of the clay-based buffer that surrounds the container. Consequently, the design of the
container, and the materials selected for its manufacture, must resist any tendency toward plastic
collapse. Accordingly, hydrostatic testing of full-scale container prototypes, together with finite-element
stress-analysis techniques, have been employed to secure a suitable engineering design. Taking into
account the required design lifetime of the container (a minimum of 500 years), consideration must be
given to its long-term structural performance, particularly the possibility of time-dependent creep
deformation. To this end, a comprehensive methodology has been developed to take into account long-
term creep behaviour under the prevailing ambient temperature (100°C) of the vault (Dutton 1995). This
is based on the formulation of constitutive equations to represent creep deformation, including the
possibility of creep rupture of the container wall.

To this point in time, attention has been focused on the requirements for the container wall. Based
primarily on the need for superior corrosion resistance to groundwater, commercially pure titanium and
oxygen-free copper have been selected as the most promising materials. Accordingly, the general creep
properties of titanium (Dutton 1996) and copper (Erb et al. 1996) have been reviewed and an
experimental creep program is in place (Dutton et al. 1996a).

As pointed out by Dutton (1995), the overall creep analysis of the container must take into account the
time-dependent deformation of the packed particulates, as well as the container walls. In fact, within the
container package, the creep properties of the packed particulate and the container walls are coupled.
This interdependent behaviour was emphasized in a recent technical memorandum (Dutton et al. 1996b),
which is reproduced (with minor editorial revisions) as an Appendix to this report. This memorandum
examined the global creep deformation of a packed-particulate container and made a preliminary lifetime
estimate using published creep-rupture data for commercially pure titanium. It was shown that the creep
rate of the container wall was controlled by the deformation (compaction) rate of the packed particulate.
This highlights the need to understand the long-term compaction behaviour of packed-particulate
matrices. Whereas the Appendix outlines a preliminary analytical approach to quantify this behaviour, it
is clear that a more comprehensive understanding of the mechanical properties of packed particulates is
required. This report addresses this need by reviewing the relevant literature and recommending future
experimental and analytical work.

In actuality, some limited creep testing of particulate materials has been initiated in our overall waste-
container program. Thus, Teper (1987) has conducted compression experiments on particulate columns

CANDU is a registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL).
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of glass, oxide ceramic, and steel beads, packed in an open-ended cylinder with a loaded piston. At
150°C, the total compaction strain (decrease in height of the column loaded to 10 MPa) was about 10"4

after 900 hours. The precise mechanisms of compaction were not determined. In addition, studies are
currently underway, using measurement techniques developed for the study of soils properties, to
determine the short- and long-term mechanical properties of compacted glass beads and sand (Ferris and
Graham 1997).

2. REFERENCE DESIGN FOR THE PACKED-PARTICULATE CONTAINER

Full-scale hydrostatic testing of prototype containers commenced in the early 1980s. The first tests were
conducted on a "stressed-shell" concept, where the container shell was designed to sustain the full
external pressure, without any internal structural support (Crosthwaite et al. 1982). Using stainless steel
as a model material, the required container wall thickness was about 29 mm for a test conducted at 20°C.
Under hydrostatic loading, the container shell collapsed at a pressure of about 19 MPa, in excellent
agreement with an elastic-plastic finite difference analysis.

A creep-buckling analysis of the stressed-shell container was performed by Hosaluk et al. (1987). It was
concluded that for a Grade 2 titanium shell, a minimum wall thickness of about 70 mm would be required
if plastic collapse were to be avoided over a 500-year time period at 100°C. Taking into consideration
the anticipated costs associated with such a thick-walled container, attention was subsequently directed at
internally supported thin-walled containers.

A comprehensive assessment of a wide range of container designs was conducted by Crosthwaite (1994).
The design selected for the safety analysis of the operation of a used-fuel disposal facility was the
packed-particulate container consisting of a cylindrical-containment shell, 2246 mm long and 633 mm in
diameter, with a wall thickness of 6.35 mm, constructed from welded Grade 2 titanium plate. This is
illustrated in Figure 1. Positioned within the container is a basket constructed of a concentric array of 19
carbon-steel fuel-bundle retaining tubes. A central tube serves as a lifting and handling device. The total
capacity of the container is 72 used CANDU fuel bundles. The fuel-basket tubes are open-ended and are
not intended to provide structural support; this is provided by a compacted-particulate matrix. Thus,
after the container is loaded with fuel bundles, all residual interstitial space is filled with compacted
particulate, facilitated by mechanical vibration of the container assembly. In the design used as the
reference for the engineering study for a used-fuel disposal facility, the selected particulate was glass
beads of about 1 mm diameter (Simmons and Baumgartner 1994).

Full-scale hydrostatic testing of the prototype packed-particulate container was conducted up to 10 MPa
and 150°C, and an elastic-plastic finite-element analysis was completed (Teper 1988). This showed that
small-scale plastic deformation of the main body of the shell occurred, with more substantial localized
deformation associated with isolated areas of reduced particulate-packing density. The container was not
breached by plastic rupture or tearing. Based on the short-term tensile properties of titanium, maximum
allowable tensile strains of 0.053 were specified for the shell wall.

The choice of a suitable particulate material was guided by the experimental work conducted by Teper
(1987). He tested a total of 12 candidate r^aterials:

- sand
- bauxite
- zircon

- glass beads
- zircox
- rutile

- steel shot
- rutile-zircon-gamet mix
- sintered bauxite
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The particle sizes typically ranged from 0.1 to 2 mm. Flow properties were measured to determine how
readily the particulates filled the container with minimum gaps and voids. Vibration tests were
performed to determine the packing efficiency of the particulates. This was followed by compression
tests to measure the elastic modulus and bulk crushing strength of the compacted matrix. Limited creep
tests of up to 1000 hours were conducted at 150°C under 10 MPa compressive stress. The subsequent
choice of 1 mm glass beads was based on these tests, plus other considerations such as chemical
compatibility and cost.

Compaction of the glass beads in the prototype container was achieved by sustained (a minimum time of
15 minutes was specified) vibration on a shaker table at a frequency of 50 - 90 Hz at a peak-to-peak
acceleration of 39 ms"2. However, despite this treatment, during the transportation of the container from
Toronto to Pinawa, additional settling of the glass beads occurred. Although this was only about a 1 %
increase in compaction density, the large volume of the container resulted in a gap of ~ 14 mm forming
between the top of the particulate matrix and the top head of the container. Thus, during the hydrostatic
testing of the container, the hydrostatic load caused the top head to deform inwards until it recontacted
the glass beads. However, the resulting deformation strains in the head were modest, well within the
plastic limits of the titanium. Details are presented by Teper (1988).

3. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR

By use of the standard formula Pr/t, where P is the external pressure (12 MPa) on a cylinder of radius r
and thickness t, the hoop compression stresses in the wall of the unsupported reference packed-
particulate container is calculated as ~598 MPa. Because this exceeds the nominal yield strength of
commercially pure titanium at 100°C (-235 MPa), the container shell is intrinsically unstable to plastic
collapse. Hence, under the design conditions of 12 MPa hydrostatic pressure, the shell is incapable of
supporting the load. Therefore, when the container comes under load, the shell will plastically deform
into close contact with the packed particulate, which consequently bears the full load imposed by the
hydrostatic pressure. At this point, any further compaction of the particulate matrix will be immediately
followed by plastic deformation of the container shell. Another way of stating this is that the container
shell provides no load-bearing capability, because its plastic yield strength is always exceeded;
mechanical stability is totally provided by the load-bearing capability of the packed particulate.

As pointed out in the Appendix, the same deformation principle applies to the long-term behaviour of the
container. All materials, when stressed, are subjected to time-dependent creep behaviour, and the
particulate matrix is no exception. Various mechanisms (to be discussed below) will allow compressive
densification of the packed particulate over the lifetime of the container. The rate of compaction will be
determined by the overall creep rate of the particulate body. Because the deformation of the shell and
particulate is coupled, the creep rate of the container wall will be precisely equal to that of the packed
particulate. However, the lifetime of the container will be determined solely by the intrinsic creep
properties of the shell material. To estimate this lifetime, a creep-rupture criterion is needed for the shell.
It has been proposed (Dutton 1995) that the maximum allowable strain be equal to the strain marking the
onset of the tertiary creep stage, this being the precursor to creep rupture.'

1 Note that the lifetime analysis presented in the Appendix does not employ this maximum strain criterion, for the
case of a titanium shell. Because of the unavailability of tertiary creep information, published creep-rupture data
were used instead.
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It will be clear from this discussion that we need to know the creep properties of the packed particulate to
estimate the overall time-dependent behaviour of the container. The methodology by which this creep
behaviour is used to estimate the creep-rupture lifetime of the container shell is outlined in the Appendix.
The specific objective of this report is to examine the phenomenology of the time-dependent compaction
behaviour of packed particulates, using the extant literature.

4. OVERVIEW OF PACKED-PARTICULATE BEHAVIOUR

The mechanical response of packed particulates subjected to an external load is complex. This is
generally due to the fact that the structure of a particulate matrix is heterogeneous. Each particle is in
point-to-point contact with its neighbours, in the presence of a continuous network of interstitial space.
We will need to examine typical packing configurations, and the resulting packing densities of the
agglomerate. The design and fabrication of the container will be aimed at maximizing this density, using
vibration-induced packing.

Following application of a load, densification will result from simple settling of the particulate. This is
achieved by individual particles undergoing rearrangement because of the displacement of particles
towards a higher packing density. This process will quickly cease as the interparticle sliding is hindered
by frictional stresses. Such a process is facilitated by vibrating the whole assembly on a shaker table.
The ultimate limit is obtained when the maximum theoretical packing of the particles (a "close-packed"
configuration) is achieved. This process of particle rearrangement usually occurs over short periods of
time.

Further densification of the particle bed can only be achieved by particle deformation. Because of the
point-to-point nature of the interparticle contact, the local stress can be quite high, dependent on the
magnitude of the externally applied load and the particle contact area (which is determined by the elastic
modulus of the particle material). If the stress is high enough, fracture of the particles is possible,
resulting in further particle rearrangement and densification. In a similar fashion, the particle-contact
stress may exceed the yield strength. The particles then deform plastically, the area of point contact
increasing by a process of flattening. Again, these processes are of a short-term nature.

Longer-term compaction will occur by time-dependent processes. These are generally of two types. The
first is realized by the phenomenon of delayed fracture (sometimes referred to as static fatigue). In this
case, the local stress within the particle contact zone will be less than the instantaneous fracture stress of
the particulate material. However, various mechanisms are available for slow crack growth to occur.
After a certain time interval, when the cracks have grown to a critical length, complete fracture will
occur. The process will be repeated in the particle fragments, leading to progressive densification.
Brittle ceramic-based particulates are more susceptible to this, compared to metals. The crack-growth
kinetics are usually diffusion-controlled and often involve the moisture present in the surrounding air.

The second time-dependent process is creep deformation of the particles. The resulting densification rate
will be determined by interparticle stresses and the intrinsic creep properties of the particle material.
Because the ambient temperature in the disposal vault is relatively low (~100°C), we can anticipate
rather low creep rates. Furthermore, as the accumulated creep strain causes a progressive flattening of
the particle contact points, and hence a decrease in the local contact stress, the overall creep rate of the
particulate assembly should decrease relatively quickly. In contrast to this, if the resulting change in
shape of the particles facilitates further consolidation due to periodic particle rearrangement, the overall
creep rate will be somewhat higher than anticipated.
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We can also anticipate that any laboratory creep data on packed participates will be of a short-term
nature, relative to the required lifetime of the container. This mirrors the situation with regard to the
measured creep properties of the container-shell material. Thus, we are faced with the common
requirement of substantial extrapolation of the available data. The general methodology for effecting
such long-term projection will follow the same principles as laid out by Dutton (1995).

The information within the main text of this report will be drawn from the generic studies of paniculate
compaction. In particular, we will utilize the extensive literature on powder metallurgy (including
ceramics as well as metals), as it relates to the manufacture of dense products obtained by pressing and
sintering processes on powder precursors. This will include manufacturing processes based on hot-
isostatic pressing (HIPing). Of necessity, such phenomena and data will refer to relatively short time
scales (conditions of relatively high compaction stresses and temperatures). However, the literature on
compaction processes occurring in geological structures may yield some complementary information on
much more extended (geological) time scales.

But first we must examine the packing geometry of a typical paniculate matrix.

5. PACKING DENSITY OF PARTICULATES

The packing density of fine particulates (for simplicity, invariably considered to be composed of
spherical panicles) is discussed in standard reference textbooks on powder metallurgy (a long-standing
example being that of Jones (I960)). This is a focus of attention because the starting precursor ("green"
compact) for sintered products is usually a die filled to maximum density with the powder material.
Whereas interest in the subject (largely emerging in the field of soil mechanics and civil engineering) can
be traced back over 100 years, much of the formative work was conducted in the 1930s, with a renewed
impetus in the 1950s following the technological interest in sintered materials resulting from nuclear and
aerospace research.

5.1 PACKING OF EQUAL-SIZE SPHERES

Much of the earlier analysis is of an empirical nature. Particles of a single size were placed in a
container, which was vibrated through tapping or tamping, and the porosity volume measured. As shown
in Table 1 (Jones 1960), fairly constant levels of porosity (37-40%) were observed for a variety of
materials.

Early theoretical studies on the packing of spheres enabled the porosity to be calculated for various
arrangements. The results are illustrated in Figure 2. As expected, the porosity decreases as the
coordination number (i.e., the number of contacting neighbours) increases. Using an ingenious corrosion
technique with ~1000 lead spheres (3.78 mm diameter), Smith et al. (1929) were able to measure the
coordination number, while determining the porosity level. The results are shown in Table 2. Simply
pouring the lead shot into a glass container produced a porosity of 44.7, with a coordination number <6.

.Progressive efforts to produce higher packing densities by shaking produced minimum porosities of
~37%, with a coordination number of ~9.5. Agreement between the observed and calculated densities is
good.
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- TABLE 1

PACKING DENSITIES OF VARIOUS MATERIALS (Jones 1960)

Material
Lead shot
Lead shot
Steel ball bearings
California beans
Poppy seeds
Washed sand 4/6 mesh
Washed sand 48/65 mesh

Size (mm)
4.8
1.7
7.9
6.9
1.0
4.5
0.3

% Porosity
36.9
36.9
39.2
37.5
39.8
37.7
38.6

TABLE 2

CORRELATION OF CO-ORDINATION NUMBER AND DENSITY
FOR LEAD SHOT, 3.78 mm DIAMETER (Smith et al. 1929)

Treatment

Poured into glass beaker
Poured and shaken
Poured and shaken
Shaken to maximum
density
Added in small quantities
and tamped intermittently

Number
Counted

905
906
887
1494

1562

Distribution of Numbers
4

6
3
0
0

1

5

78
54
14
14

13

6

243
173
69
86

77

7

328
309
182
192

245

8

200
233
316
233

322

9

48
118
212
193

310

of Contacts
10

2
14
87
161

208

11

0
2
7

226

194

12

0
0
0

389

192

Mean
Coordination

Number
6.92
7.34
8.06
9.51

9.14

Density
Observed

0.553
0.560
0.574
0.628

0.641

Calculated

0.562
0.575
0.609
0.662

0.646

TABLE 3

PACKING ARRANGEMENT OF SPHERES OF RADIUS R
(Deresiewicz (1958) and McGeary (1961))

Type of Packing
Simple cubic

Body-centred-cubic

Tetragonal

Face-centred-cubic

Close-packed-hexagonal

Coordination
Number

O
O

 
O

S

10

12

12

Spacing
of Layers

2R

2R

RV3

RV2

2RV27T

Volume of
Unit Prism

8R3

4V3R3

6R3

4V2R3

4V2R3

Density

(71/6)

0.5236

(n/3V3)
0.6046
(271/9)
0.6981

(n/3V2)
0.7405

(7I/3V2)

0.7405

Porosity
(%)

47.64

39.54

30.19

25.95

25.95
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From three-dimensional solid-geometrical consideration, it can be shown (good descriptions of this are
given by Deresiewicz (1958) and McGeary (1961)) that spheres can be arranged in space in four different
schemes, as shown in Table 3. The terminology describing the type of packing is common to that used in
standard crystallographic symmetry.

The simple cubic packing (coordination number = 6) is unstable, the spheres tending to collapse to a
denser arrangement. However, Table 2 shows that in practice, some areas of packing are observed where
the coordination number is <6. This is achieved by the presence of bridges, or arches, between some of
the particles. Table 3 (and Figure 2) shows that the maximum density can be achieved when a close-
packed (face-centred cubic, or hexagonal) arrangement is achieved (coordination number = 12), the
resulting porosity being 25.95%. However, the experiments represented in Table 2 indicate that this is
difficult to achieve in practice. Thus, even with shaking and tamping, average coordination numbers of
-9.5 are obtained, with a mean porosity of -34%, similar to the results shown in Table 1.

We might anticipate departures from the above packing configurations if the particles are rough, or
depart significantly from a spherical shape. In particular, the irregularities will encourage the formation
of extensive bridging, or even isolated voids to form, in the extreme. Examples such as mica, or flake-
metal powders, with porosities as high as 90% are not uncommon (see Table 4). Deresiewicz (1958)
reports on experiments conducted on starch granules where the measured coordination number was 6.5,
i.e., approaching a simple cubic packing. Theoretical studies have also been done on the packing of
irregular bodies of polyhedra form. Several arrangements give a coordination number of 12, and one
yielded a coordination number of 14. We note in this respect that some specific solid shapes
(tetrakaidecahedra or rhombic dodecahedra, with coordination numbers of 14 and 12, respectively) can
be assembled to completely fill space, with zero porosity. Although the chance of having particles of
such geometry are slim, it is in general possible to pack some irregular (but equi-sized) solids to a density
that exceeds that predicted by the spherical sphere-packing models.

Another feature of rough, irregular, particles is that they are not able to slide over each other so readily.
These will therefore be more resistant to compaction by vibration. Thus, Table 4 (Jones 1960) shows the
poured and vibrated porosity figures for some typical metal powders. From this we see that whereas
smooth spheres of copper and lead achieve low porosities, rough powders such as flake aluminum and
atomized copper produce high porosities, even after vibration.

TABLE 4

POROSITIES OBTAINED FOR POURED AND VIBRATED METAL POWDERS
(Jones 1960)

Material
Iron, MH 100
Electrolytic iron
Flake aluminum
Spherical copper
Atomized NLD copper
Tungsten I micron
Zinc
Lead
18/8 stainless steel

Poured % Porosity
68.5
64.3
93.0
39.8
70.8
77.9
68.8
48.2
69.5

Vibrated % Porosity
60.7
48.2
85.3
34.5
66.6
64.0
43.8
32.0
59.7
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The effectiveness of vibration-induced packing (a topic discussed further below) was investigated in an
early study by Macrae et al. (1957). Vertical oscillations were used at a variety of amplitudes and
frequencies. In all experiments, the powder-bed density quickly reached a state of equilibrium, following
which further vibration caused no decrease in porosity. It was, however, found that as the energy of
vibration increased, there was an initial increase in density, followed by a decrease. Thus, there is an
optimum vibration energy for maximum compaction.

5.2 PACKING OF VARIABLE-SIZED SPHERES

In practice, we rarely deal with aggregates having particles all of the same size. Indeed, a mixture of
sizes facilitates low-porosity compacts, because the smaller particles can fill in the interstitial voids
between the larger particles. However, given the infinite possible combinations of particle sizes, it is not
an elementary task to calculate the optimum size range and volume fractions of particles. One approach,
described by Deresiewicz (1958) is to consider the random packing of spheres having a log-normal
distribution of radii. A cross-section of possible packing configuration is shown in Figure 3. The
analysis showed that for the larger spheres, coordination numbers of >30 could be obtained, and
porosities of ~15% were calculated (noting that Figure 2 does not apply to spheres of mixed sizes).

An alternative, and more systematic approach, is that of Horsfield (1934), and described by Jones (1960)
and Deresiewicz (1958). The theoretical treatment starts by considering a close-packed array of equal-
sized (radius ri) spheres, termed the "primary" spheres. The resulting interstitial voids are of two sizes.
The largest sphere that can be introduced into the larger of the two voids is termed the "secondary"
sphere, and the smaller, the "ternary". In a similar fashion, the sizes of the "quaternary" and "quinary"
spheres were calculated. An even smaller sphere, termed the "filler" is also included. The results are
shown in Table 5, in which the radii of the successive interstitial spheres are denoted by rj, where i - 2, 3,
4, 5, and their relative numbers are also given.

TABLE 5

PACKING OF SPHERES OF DIFFERENT

Type of Sphere
^ , ,1 -1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5*
Relative number of spheres
Volume of sphere/ri3

Cumulative volume of spheres/ri3

Porosity of aggregate (%)
True volume of spheres in
aggregate (%)
Cumulative increment in density

Primary
1
1

4.1888
4.1888
25.95

77.01
-

Secondary
0.4142

1
0.2977
4.4865
20.69

5.47
0.07103

Ternary
0.2247

2
0.0475
4.5815
19.01

1.75
0.09375

SIZES

Quaternary
0.1766

8
0.0231
4.7663
15.74

3.40
0.13790

Quinary
0.1163

8
0.0066
4.8191
14.81

0.97
0.15076

Filler
<0.0000

-
-

5.4394
3.84

11.40
0.29879

The exact values of the radii of the interstitial spheres are: r^r, - 4l - 1 ; r^ri - V3/2 - 1 ;

(l +3a2)/6(1 +a) where a = 1 + 7 2 7 3 - 7 2 ; ^ ! - 1-1/V2-

It is seen that, by using spheres of five appropriate sizes (in the correct proportion), the porosity may be
reduced to 14.8%, in good agreement with the results of the random-packing model discussed above. If
the postulated "fines" were added, porosities of 3.8% could be achieved.
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Of course, these theoretical values apply to perfect packing, where each sphere is precisely placed in its
appropriate position. Since this is practically impossible, Table 5 serves primarily as a guide to the
choice of favourable size and volume fractions, and the minimum porosities that can be achieved. This
was the starting point of the detailed experimental investigation conducted by McGeary (1961).

McGeary (1961) used spherical steel shot for most of the packing components, and tungsten or aluminum
powder for the fine components. Utilizing standard sieves, 13 size fractions were separated, ranging
from 3 to 0.04 mm in diameter. The first experiments determined the packing density (after vibration) of
equal-sized spheres, as a function of the container diameter. Because of boundary effects that caused
poor packing at the walls of the container, the average porosity was relatively high (up to 55%) for small
container diameters. However, when the ratio of container diameter to particle diameter exceeded -10,
this effect became insignificant, the porosity achieving a constant value of ~37%, in agreement with the
data shown in Table 1, and indicative of packing approaching a body-centred-cubic arrangement
(Table 3).

Finer size fractions of spheres were added in the following manner. First, the single, coarse component
was vibrated to maximum density. Vibration was then stopped and the fine component poured into the
top of the container and vibration continued until maximum compaction was again attained (at which
point, further absorption of the fine component ceased). During all vibration periods, a weighted plunger
rested on the top of the paniculate bed. When ternary and quaternary packings were made, the same
procedure was used for each successive component. Further discussion of vibrational-induced mixing
will be found in Section 5.3.

Figure 4 shows the packing densities obtained for a wide range of binary mixtures. These results
demonstrate that finer secondary spheres are more effective in filling the interstices of the primary-
packed bed. A minimum porosity of 17% is obtained, this being equivalent to the ternary/quaternary
density shown in the theoretical values in Table 5. However, the experimental configuration differs
markedly from that depicted in Table 5. First, the primary spheres in the experiment are not close-packed
(rather, closer to body-centred-cubic) and the experimental ratios of particle diameters are 0.06 - 0.30,
much less than the Table 5 secondary/ternary values of 0.41 - 0.23. In fact, we might anticipate a more
random packing arrangement, such as depicted in Figure 3 (which has a porosity of ~15%).

As noted above, the secondary particles were quite fine, compared to the size of the primary particles. In
most cases, the size of the secondary particles was such that they could readily "filter" down through the
spaces existing in the primary-particle bed. However, this was not the case for the larger (20 mesh, i.e.,
9 mm diameter) secondary particles. For this experiment, the weight of the top plunger had to be reduced
to allow the primary bed to dilate significantly during vibration to allow percolation to occur.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the maximum density obtained in a binary mixture and the
particle size ratio. The greatest packing efficiency is obtained when the primary to secondary diameter
ratio exceeds ~7. This value corresponds to the effective diameter of the triangular pore formed between
three contacting close-packed spheres.

There is a puzzling feature concerning the data reported by McGeary. This is with respect to the
horizontal axis of Figure 4, given in terms of "% coarse spheres in mixture". Values of ~70% pertain to
the maximum density. If ti'is refers to the relative number of spheres (as might be construed), it is
difficult to reconcile the densities achieved. For example, in a close-packed bed of primary spheres, for
every large sphere there are three associated interstitial voids (Table 5); similar considerations apply to a
body-centred-cubic arrangement. We must conclude that"% coarse spheres" refers to relative volume
rather than relative numbers. Such volume fraction are then in accordance with those included in
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Table 5, and conform with the configuration typified by Figure 3. The remainder of the paper is
consistent with this interpretation.

Having obtained experimental data on a variety of binary mixtures (i.e., coarse-medium, coarse-fine and
medium-fine), McGeary used the rule of mixtures to interpolate the packing densities to be expected in
ternary mixtures. The maximum density was predicted for a ternary mixture composed of the volume
percentage fractions of 66 : 25 : 9 for coarse, medium and fine particulates, with a size ratio of 77 : 7 : 1
(corresponding to experimental particle diameters 3, 0.28, 0.04 mm, respectively). Experimental results
on an actual ternary mix of volume fraction 67 : 23 : 10 yielded a value of 10% porosity, compared with
a predicted value of 6.5%. Referring to Table 5, such a porosity is lower than that predicted for a quinary
mixture of a close-packed system. By taking photographs through the transparent container wall,
McGeary showed a complex packing arrangement, departing significantly from a regular close-packed
geometry. The structure was heterogeneous, with an ordered arrangement of circular zones of fine- and
medium-sized particles surrounding each coarse particle.

Some limited experiments were conducted on quaternary mixtures. Because of limited availability of
very fine particles, relatively large glass spheres (12.8 mm) were used for the coarsest component. The
results are shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6

DENSITY OF QUATERNARY PACKING

Paniculate
Component

1
2
3
4

Mesh

14
60

400

Particle
Diameter

(mm)

12.83
1.55
0.28
0.04

Diameter
Ratio

316
38
7
1

Single
Component*
Porosity (%)

45.3
37.5
37.5
42.5

Volume Fraction of Components
1

1.00
0.726
0.647
0.607

2

0.274
0.244
0.230

3

0.109
0.102

4

0.061

% of Theoretical Density
Calculated

Limit
60.5
85.9
94.2
97.5

Experimental

58.0
80.0
89.8
95.1

* This was measured separately for each individual particulate component.

This shows that a percentage volumetric compaction of 60.7 : 23.0 : 10.2 : 6.1 with diameter ratios of
316 : 38 : 7 : 1 achieved the exceedingly low porosity level of 4.9%. As pointed out by McGeary, it
would be difficult to use such quaternary mixtures in the powder sintering industry. For this fabrication
process, sintering rate and efficiency is promoted by powders of small diameter (e.g., a particle size of
12.8 mm would be totally unacceptable, although this would not be a concern for the packed-particulate
fuel-waste container). As reported by Jones (1960), in the commercial powder metallurgy industry,
binary mixtures with porosities as low as 20% and ternaries as low as 15% are routinely utilized.

5.3 VIBRATORY PACKING

It is clear from the discussion above that the application of mechanical vibrational energy is essential to
obtain effective particle packing. McGeary (1961) quantified some of the vibrational characteristics for
the case of ternary mixtures. He found that the incorporation of medium-sized spheres into a bed of
coarse spheres occurred rapidly with relatively little dependence on the intensity or frequency of
vibration (imposed along the vertical axis). In contrast, packing of the fine spheres into this binary
mixture occurred at a much slower rate, and depended on both vibrational frequency and intensity. A
selection of compaction rates (at a r.m.s. vibrational intensity of 5 g) is shown in Figure 6 for a ternary
mixture of 67% coarse, 23% medium and 10% fine particles. The relatively slow rate of entry of the
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third, fine, component is understandable when it is considered that the ratio of numbers of spheres is
1 : 490 : 69,000. It is evident that the effect of frequency is relatively complex, the fastest compaction
being achieved at an intermediate frequency of 250 Hz. Observation of the packing column through the
glass vessel showed that the interstices filled from the bottom up in a regular and progressive fashion.
On completion, there was no segregation, or variation in packing density along the length of the cylinder.
In addition, packing densities could be reproduced with a repeatability of ± 0.5%. Higher vibration
intensity (10 g) increased the packing rate by a factor of about 2.

A careful reading of McGeary's paper reveals some important practical information that is particularly
relevant to the packed-particulate waste container. As mentioned above, increasingly finer-sized
particles were introduced to the compacted particulate bed by pouring the smaller-diameter component
onto the top of the bed and continuing the vibration treatment. This was the only procedure that proved
effective. Thus, very inefficient packing was obtained if an alternative procedure were used in which the
particulate components were first blended by mixing, poured into the container and then vibrated. In
fact, effective blending could not be achieved by premixing varied-size particulate. Rather, the different-
size particulates would tend to separate and segregate. Such segregation of particle sizes has been
observed by others (Jaeger et al. 1994), and is discussed below.

McGeary's method works because the finer particle sizes are chosen to be sufficiently small to pass
through the gaps remaining between adjacent contacting spheres of the coarser particulates. This is a
fundamentally different approach to that represented by the theoretical packing scheme inherent to
Table 5. In the latter case, the diameter of the finer particles is chosen to match the effective diameter of
the interstitial voids, which are larger than the interparticle gaps. If this route were chosen, the vibration
intensity would have to be much higher to introduce the finer component, i.e., the primary coarse
particles would have to be jostled sufficiently to open up gaps of sufficient size. Consequently, excessive
dilatency would have to be induced, to the point where the primary particles would be mobilized
(fluidized). This amounts to a process of complete mixing of the total particulate bed, from which the
phenomenon of selective size segregation can then occur.

The global mixing phenomenon is avoided in the McGeary method. The vibration intensity is modest
(and suppressed by the floating weight placed on top of the bed). The larger particles of the coarse bed
do not undergo vibration-induced translation. Each particle holds its position, while jostling sufficiently
to facilitate the flow of the fine particles through their gaps. The fine particles then percolate downward,
gradually filling the interstices (more than one fine particle lodging in each interstitial void) from the
bottom up. Gross mixing, and consequent size segregation, is avoided (see below).

It is worth reiterating that by use of this methodology, an exceedingly small porosity of <5% can readily
be achieved with a suitable quaternary packing. As McGeary points out, this is a remarkable
accomplishment, often only obtainable in a pressed and fired (i.e., high-temperature sintered) product (a
95+% dense-sintered metal or ceramic is often considered to be a commercially successful product).

McGeary also points out that the amount of dead-weight loading on the top of the packing column was
adjusted to prevent undue "expansion" of the bed during vibration. For a vibration intensity of up to
10 g, as little as 1 lb per sq. in. was adequate, although 8 lb per sq. in. was generally used. In the absence
of this light load, the top surface of the bed "boiled" and excessive dilation extended downward into the
bed. It is construed that effective entrance of the fine particulate is curtailed under such conditions.

It might be concluded that removing the air from the container by evacuation would aid the percolation
packing mechanism and achieve higher densities. This was also investigated by McGeary. However, the
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concept was abandened as impractical when it was found that small leaks in the system caused streaming
of the fines in turbulent updraft currents of air.

McGeary compared the performance of "electronic" (presumably of an electromagnetic type) and
pneumatic (air-pressurized piston) vibrators. Both performed satisfactorily, although with the electronic
type it was easier to adjust frequency and amplitude to the optimum level. Whereas slightly different
packing rates could be achieved at different combinations of intensity and frequency, the packing density
was generally constant. Higher energy levels were to be avoided as these could cause some migration of
fines across the container, with some resulting variation in packing density.

Although a great deal of work on vibrated granular materials has been done since the work of McGeary
(1961), it is only in the last few years has this become a fashionable topic and exciting area of theoretical
and experimental physics (Jaeger et al. 1994, 1996). Thus, it has been shown that although a particulate
bed is composed of solid particles, its collective behaviour under dynamic conditions is similar to a fluid.
This allows its thermodynamic and kinetic properties to be explored. Although the granular bed is
essentially athermal (kT is too small to induce grain mobility), mechanical vibrations can excite a rich
variety of kinetic processes. Computer simulation can be used to model the discrete motion of individual
grains. This has been done by Barker and Mehta (1993), using a random-walk treatment that
characterizes the diffusional movement of the particles. An alternative treatment focuses on the
movement of the interparticle voids (Hong et al. 1994). With these models, the random settling of the
spheres (or the upwards motion of the voids) can be followed under vibration. Figure 7 shows the
theoretical plots of compaction (volume fraction) of a particulate bed as a function of the number of
vibration cycles, at a variety of vibrational intensities, e (where e represents the fractional vertical
dilation of the bed). These plots show that with time, the degree of compaction approaches saturation,
with the final density increasing with vibrational intensity (in general agreement with the experimental
results of McGreary 1961). A good fit to the curves requires two exponential terms, corresponding to
two separate compaction mechanisms. The first involves the motion of individual particles, while the
second involves collective particle motions.

An experimental investigation (Knight et al. 1995) of the vibration packing of 2-mm diameter glass beads
showed good qualitative agreement with the model of Barker and Mehta (1993), but poorer agreement
with the void model of Hong et al. (1994). It was found that a threshold vibrational intensity must be
exceeded before effective compaction was produced. At the higher intensities, compaction was
continuous, with no point of saturation, even after prolonged vibration (up to 104 cycles). In addition,
compaction was found to be a function of depth (in a one metre cylinder), with higher densities being
produced towards the top of the bed.

Particle size segregation in granular powders is a well-known phenomenon. Thus, when a container of
different size particles is vibrated, or shaken to the point that the particles are mobilized, the larger
particles will rise to the surface (Jaeger et al. 1994). Such segregation would defeat the dense packing
scheme of McGeary (1961), described above. However, McGeary avoided this by maintaining the
vibrational intensity below the threshold for convective flow in his packed particulate, and minimizing
vertical dilation by placing a weight on top of the particulate bed. It has been a challenge to understand
the basic mechanism involved in size segregation. The traditional explanation is that shaking allowed the
progressive downward sifting of the smaller particles. Such a process was modelled by Duran et al.
(1993). The basic mechanism is that small particles fall into the gaps which open up below the large
particles by a process of arching. Whereas this effect may prevail at lower shaking intensity, the
segregation process is more complex at higher intensities where convective flow is more intense. Under
these conditions, size segregation can also occur in the horizontal plane in rotated cylinders (Hill and
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Kakalios 1994). Such observations have supported the existence of mechanisms related to the
macroscopic connective flow patterns that are generated within the shaken container (Jaeger et al. 1994,
1996).

6. STRESSES AND STRAINS UNDER MECHANICAL LOADING

The simple procedure of pressing powders contained in a die cavity (typically at room temperature)
forms the first stage of compaction (prior to high-temperature sintering) used in the powder metallurgy
industry. Standard textbooks in this field summarize the earlier work (Jones 1960, Hausner 1966).

As mentioned in Section 5.1, on application of an external load to the assembly of particulates, those
particles that have been held up lightly by friction in a low-density bridge configuration will collapse to
lower positions. This is a simple process of restacking where particles slide over each other into closer
packing. This is illustrated in Figure 8, where spheres such as numbers 1-5 move into closer packing,
shortly followed by others. Experimental work reported by Jones (1960) is illustrated in Figure 9, and
shows that the densification through particle shuffling occurs very early in the process, at low loads (the
steep portion of the curves). The amount of restacking (up to -4%) was considerably reduced if the
paniculate body is first vibrated before the application of stress. As shown in the experiments of
Fischmeister et al. (1978), particle rearrangement under loading halts quite quickly as neighbour-to-
neighbour interaction and frictional stresses become considerable. In addition, the movement of a
particle is specifically discouraged by the action of the applied load. This is because the whole
particulate body must expand (dilate) to allow any particle to relocate. Such dilation requires work to be
done against the applied force. In general (in the absence of imposed vibration), there is no kinetic
mechanical energy available to allow this. Simply put, all particles are actually held in place by the
presence of the stress. Further compaction must occur by particle deformation, as depicted in Figure 10.
The combination of particle deformation, which increases the contact area, and the fact that more
particles come into closer proximity such that the number of contact points increases, means that the
compaction behaviour becomes very complex and highly non-linear.

If the (equal-sized) spheres are initially in a close-packed arrangement, the coordination number of 12
(see Section 5.1) remains unchanged during deformation under loading. The contact points are
illustrated in Figure 11 and the deformed spheres assume the shape of a rhombic dodecahedron. For a
more random packing, experiments (reported by Deresiewicz 1958) show that an average coordination
number of 8.4 is achieved at moderate pressures, increasing to 14.2 at a compression force sufficient to
close the voids. Similar experiments, employing quantitative metallography were conducted by
Fischmeister et al. (1978). Their results (on bronze powder), illustrating the evolution of porosity,
coordination number and contact area, are shown in Figure 12.

A generalized theoretical study of the problem has recently been done by Arzt (1982), using a model of
randomly packed spheres (with an initial coordination number of 7.2 and a porosity of 36%).
Densification occurs by the centre-to-centre approach of particles (of equal size), the sphere pack being
converted to a space-filling stack of irregular polyhedra (inter-sphere sliding is assumed to be absent).
The major results (compared with experimental data) are shown in Figures 13 and 14, for the increase of
coordination number and contact area with increasing relative density. The curves marked "compaction"
refer to the case of plastic deformation of the spheres under stress, while those marked "sintering" refer
to high-temperature sintering occurring by diffusion processes. As indicated in Figure 13, the analytical
equations of Arzt are supported by the numerical calculations of Ross et al. (1982). We are now able to
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calculate local stresses generated between contacting particles of radius R. For isostatic compression of
a random sphere packing, the correlation between local contact force, f, and the external pressure, p, is

where D is the relative density of the compact and Z is its average coordination number. If the average
contact area is a, the local average contact pressure, P, is given by

P . I . 4 " R p (2)
a Z(D)a(D)D

where Z(D) and a(D) are obtained from Figures 13 and 14, respectively. Based on Arzt's model, and
using simple equations relating Z, D and a, Helle et al. (1985) were able to cast Eqn. (2) in the useful
form:

D 2 (D-D 0 )

where Do is the initial density of the paniculate packing. We note that this correctly approaches P = p as
compaction goes to completion (i.e., D = 1).

7. ELASTIC DISTORTION

The discussion in Section 6 strictly applied to pressure-induced compaction occurring by plastic
deformation. The case of elastic deformation (i.e., where local particle contact stresses are less than the
plastic yield strength) is somewhat more complex. We can start by considering the simple case of two
like spheres of radius, R, in contact and compressed by a force, f, along their line of centres. Within the
elastic limit, Hertzian theory predicts a plane circular contact of radius r:

(4)

where v is Poisson's ratio and E the Young's modulus of the sphere material. The normal pressure (P)
on the contact area now varies with position within the contact area (unlike the simpler case represented
by Eqn. (2)), and is given by

where p represents the radial distance from the centre of the contact circle. The relative approach (a) of
the spheres (i.e., the elastic contraction) is given by
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a = 2
4ER / 2

from which we can derive the elastic compliance (C) of the contact as

(6)

df 2nr

where u is the shear modulus of the material.

Using these basic equations, Brandt (1955) calculated the bulk volume of a sphere pack as a function of
the external pressure. The packing configuration and particle-size range (average radius R) of the model
was essentially identical to the experimental particulate assembly created by McGeary and discussed in
Section 5.2. The volume, V, as a function of external pressure, p, is given by

%

PA (8)
3(1-v) 1-v Ey

v /

where N is the number of spheres, v is the initial relative void volume (porosity), and \\f is the porosity
factor (equal to unity for a pack of uniform-size spheres).

This theoretical equation was checked experimentally by Fatt (1957) using a particulate assembly of
either neoprene spheres (low elastic modulus) or steel spheres (high elastic modulus). The packed
particulates were stressed either by a loaded piston in a rigid cylindrical container (i.e., axial
compression), or a flexible container surrounded by a pressurized liquid (i.e., isostatic compression). In
both cases, excellent agreement was obtained with Brandt's equation.

This agreement was obtained despite the simplifying assumption in the underlying equations. Thus,
Deresiewicz (1958) has elaborated the elastic analysis. He incorporated second-order effects that
considered the existence of tangential forces and twisting couples (both opposed by frictional forces). It
was necessary to include these to examine dynamic effects associated with oscillating stresses, enabling
an improved explanation of elastic hysteresis and the effect of pressure on the velocity of sound in a
porous medium (relevant to geological studies).

The elastic properties (Young's, shear and bulk modulus, together with Poisson's ratio) of several
compacted particulates (described in Section 2) of interest to the fuel-waste container, were measured by
Teper (1987), employing uniaxial compression in a cylindrical die. The Young's modulus of glass beads
was -340 MPa, while that of steel shot was -5600 MPa. Some of the materials (e.g., crushed bauxite)
had very low stiffness, -40 MPa. There was no analysis of the data based on the elastic behaviour
represented by Eqns. (4) to (8). However, the stress-strain curves showed significant non-linearity, as
might be expected from Eqn. (8). Thus, the effective elastic modulus of the packed particulate (the slope
of the stress-strain curve) increases with stress (or pressure). The basic reason for this is that the
interparticle contact area increases with stress, such that the elastic compliance (Eqn. (7)) decreases (the
compliance is the inverse of the modulus). The resulting curvature in the stress-strain curve (persisting
into the plastic deformation regime, as discussed in Section 8) is evident in Figure 9. In addition, Teper
reported evidence for microcracking of the particulates throughout the stress-strain curve.
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The elastic properties of glass beads and quartz sand have also been measured by Ferris and Graham
(1997). The Young's, shear and bulk moduli were obtained under uniaxial compression using a
cylindrical die, up to a pressure of 50 MPa. In the case of the glass beads, the elastic stiffness increased
with stress up to about 20 MPa, then became approximately constant. The plateau value of the Young's
modulus was about 1500 MPa.2 This corresponded with microfracturing, evident from increasing
cracking noises when the stress exceeded 20 MPa, together with the presence of fragmented fines in post-
test examination. The sand paniculate was tested up to 80 MPa. The Young's modulus increased in
value, up to a stress of -35 MPa, thereafter decreasing. The maximum value was -3000 MPa, with
indication of microcracking at -17 MPa.

Using a pressure cell with a silicone oil medium, and the particulates confined in a thin rubber
membrane, Ferris and Graham (1997) also measured the bulk modulus under isotropic compression, up to
a pressure of -10 MPa. The pressure cell was also fitted with a moveable ram, which allowed a uniaxial
stress to be applied in addition to the confining cell pressure. In this manner, a variable triaxial stress
state could be produced, resulting in the generation of a shear deformation mode, from which the shear
modulus could be determined. As with the experiments of Teper (1987), described above, no theoretical
analysis has been conducted employing packed-particulate models through Eqns. (4) to (8).

8. PLASTIC DEFORMATION

When the particle-to-particle contact pressure, P, exceeds the yield stress, densification will occur by
plastic flow. Within the locality of contact, the compressive stress will be triaxial in nature, such that the
following yield criterion must be satisfied (Fischmeister and Arzt 1983)

P = ^ = 3crf (9)

where Of is the prevailing flow stress of the material. As densification proceeds, the area of contact
increases and the coordination number increases, resulting in a decrease in P, as represented by Eqn. (2).
Thus, plastic deformation ceases unless the external applied pressure, p, is increased, and the stress-strain
curve will be non-linear (see Figure 9). From a simple examination of the stress-strain curve it is not
easy to determine whether the densification process is occurring by elastic or plastic deformation. The
most direct evidence would be obtained from removing the stress and examining the individual particles
to determine whether they have flattened contact points, or any other signs of gross permanent
deformation. However, it is easy to see that purely elastic behaviour will be confined to very low applied
pressures. This is because the initial contact area between two spheres is very small, and the contact
pressure will be correspondingly large (as shown by Eqn. (5)), such that the plastic yield condition will
be quickly exceeded. In the case of brittle materials, localized fracture may occur before plastic yielding,
see Section 10.

The complexity of the collective behaviour of plastically deforming contact points has attracted a great
deal of experimental and theoretical attention. Much of this has been motivated by the commercial need
for practical information in the powder metallurgy industry. The earlier vork has been reviewed by

2 Note that this value of Ferris and Graham (1997) is much higher than that of Teper (1987). This discrepancy might
be explained by the unconventional method of calculation employed by Teper to account for the confining pressure
produced by the die walls. In addition, a comparison of the tabulated data and the text in Teper's report makes it
uncertain whether his modulus values are quoted in MPa or GPa.
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Jones (1960) and Hausner (1966). Bockstiegel (1966) has tabulated a selection (12 in total) of
constitutive equations relating porosity (density) to the applied pressure. Most of these equations are
empirically derived from fits to experimental data. Some of these equations are of the form

D = x + ypz (10)

where x, y and z are constants, whence a plot of log D against log p would yield a straight line (the elastic
deformation relationship in Eqn. (8) is also of this form). Evidence for this, obtained from a variety of
metal powders, is presented by Jones (1960), and shown in Figure 15.

An alternative formula, which came into widespread use and referred to as the Konopicky-Torre
equation, is the exponential form

D = Xexp(-Yp) (11)

where X and Y are constants. Through a supporting theoretical model, these constants are defined in
terms of material parameters, such that the full equation, in logarithmic form, can be written

In U = A(p/oy) + In Uo (12)

where U is the instantaneous porosity, Uo (a constant) is the initial porosity, ay is the yield stress and A is
a constant. An in-depth experimental analysis of this equation was conducted by Bockstiegel (1966)
using isostatic and axial compaction of iron powders. The semi-logarithmic plot of the data is shown in
Figure 16. It is clear that the curves deviate significantly from straight lines, in disagreement with
Eqn. (12). In addition, the curves were nonlinear on a log-log plot, also indicating nonconformance with
Eqn. (10). The conventional explanations for such discrepancy were based on:

(a) significant compaction occurs by particle rearrangement, and
(b) work hardening causes an increase in the effective yield strength (ay), such that the flow

stress (Of) should be substituted.

Bockstiegel used innovative experimental techniques (presintering to eliminate (a) and intermediate
annealing to eliminate (b)) to demonstrate that these explanations were inadequate. He also revealed
significant flaws in the theoretical analysis. This was corrected to include the effects of distributions in
the pore size: however, this did not yield a quantitative equation amenable to analytical computation.

More recent developments followed the theoretical approach of Arzt (1982) and Fischmeister and Arzt
(1983), discussed in Section 6. The methodology was developed by Ashby and coworkers (Arzt et al.
1983, Helle et al. 1985), yielding the following equation for the macroscopic yield condition of the
compact:

where D is the instantaneous density and Do is the initial density. It is of immediate interest to note that
when D = Do (i.e., the initial condition), the yield pressure (p) is zero, reflecting the high interfacial stress
when the particles touch only at points. Thus, there is no purely elastic stage at the start of pressure-
induced compaction. Similarly, when the matrix is fully dense, D = .1 and p = 3ay = P (Eqn. (19)), as
required.
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Extensive experiments (Helle et al. 1985) have established the general validity of Eqn. (13). However,
further elaborations of the theory have been made to take into account generalized stressing conditions
(Fleck et al. 1992), strain hardening (Akisanya et al. 1994) and the modifying effects of powder
morphology (Brown et al. 1994).

9. CREEP DEFORMATION

To this point, our discussion of elastic and plastic deformation processes would indicate that following
the application of a load, there will be an instantaneous densification of the packed particulate,
terminated when the interparticle stress falls below the flow stress. However, plastic strain and
densification will continue in a time-dependent fashion because of creep. A general description of this
phenomenon is found in the earlier literature. For example, Lenel and Ansell (1966) showed how the
sintering rate (D1 of a powder compact is governed by the creep rate (e) represented by the general
creep equation:

(14)

where A and n are constants, a is the interparticle contact stress, Q is the activation energy for creep at a
temperature T and k is the Boltzmann constant. Similar to the discussion of the interparticle pressure, P,
in Section 8, it is difficult to determine the prevailing creep stress, o. Under pressureless sintering, the
driving force giving rise to stress derives from surface tension, but under an applied external stress it is
dominated by the external pressure, p. Despite the uncertainty in evaluating a, the stress dependence
(through the power-law exponent, n) contained in Eqn. (14) can be determined experimentally. This is
done at any point in the densification process by changing the value of p (proportional to a) and
measuring the change in the densification rate, D, noting that D is proportional to e . In experiments
reported by Lenel and Ansell (1966) at high temperature and low stress, the value of n is close to unity,
rising to a value of -4.5 at lower temperature and higher stress. This indicates the presence of diffusional
and dislocation creep, respectively.3

In the commercial manufacture of sintered products, the compaction rate is required to be relatively
rapid, consolidation to the prescribed final density being completed in times measured in minutes. To
achieve the necessary high creep-deformation rates, the process is conducted at high temperatures, often
in excess of 1000°C. Similarly, high stresses are employed, either uniaxially in the case of hot die
pressing, or hydrostatically in the case of hot isotropic pressing (conventionally referred to as HIPing).
In distinct contrast to this fabrication process, any densification of the compacted particulates to be used
in the fuel-waste container application will occur at much lower temperatures, ~100°C. However, in this
case, consolidation by creep deformation processes, even at extremely low creep rates, must be taken into
account over extended time periods, possibly thousands of years. A full description of such low-
temperature creep mechanisms within the context of the fuel-waste container is presented elsewhere
(Dutton 1995). To estimate creep compaction under such circumstances, we need to obtain a broad
understanding of the underlying phenomena.

3 A description of such creep mechanisms is presented elsewhere (Dutton 1995).
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We will concentrate on the literature dealing with HIPing, as this most closely represents the mechanical
loading state of the waste container. The practical fabrication procedure is to pack the powder into an
evacuated sheet metal preform. This is then heated and simultaneously subjected to a high hydrostatic
pressure (usually of argon gas) in a pressure vessel. Although there has been a great deal of work done in
this field (e.g., following that described by Lenel and Ansell (1966)), we will focus attention on the
recent establishment of the underlying principles.

The basic equations relating the external pressure, p, to the interparticle contact pressure, P, were derived
by Arzt (1982), and are presented in Section 6. Using this analytical approach, supported by the
numerical computer simulations of Ross et al. (1982), a comprehensive theoretical foundation was
developed by Ashby's Cambridge University group (Arzt et al. 1983)4, leading to the concept of "HIPing
Mechanism Diagrams", which has attracted general acceptance. The resulting kinetic equations were
complex and required cumbersome numerical procedures. Subsequently, these were simplified using
assumptions that did not compromise their practical accuracy (Helle et al. 1985).

The Cambridge group considered a randomly packed (Do = 0.64) assembly of equi-sized spheres. An
excellent, and recent, review of the models and mechanisms has been provided by Cocks (1994). The
kinetic equations are developed for two stages of densification, as illustrated in Figure 17.

The initial stage (Stage 1) applies to lower densities (D < 0.9), where the individual particles remain
discrete, and the porosity is continuous. The interparticle stress is represented by Eqn. (3). In the final
stage of compaction (Stage 2), where 0.9 < D < 1, the deformed grains are approaching tetrakaideca-
hedra, and the remaining porosity is in the form of an array of spherical holes that shrink in diameter as
sintering proceeds. The contact pressure is now equal to the applied pressure (Eqn. (3) with D = 1).

The following major compaction mechanisms (illustrated in Figure 17) then apply (elastic contributions,
being minor, are omitted from the overall scheme):

1. Plastic Yielding. This instantaneous form of compaction is included by employing
Eqn. (13), as described in Section 8. A manipulation of Eqn. (13) gives the resulting density
for Stage 1 as

Dyield(l)
1.3a y

(15)

The realization of Stage 2 densities by plastic yielding occurs only if the applied pressure is
high enough to cause yielding in the material surrounding the isolated pores. This limiting
pressure is given by

which gives the density in Stage 2 as

4 Much of the theoretical and experimental work prior to this dealt with the much simpler geometry of two isolated
contacting spheres, or cylinders. In contrast, it was the Cambridge group who developed a successful description of
a fully three-dimensional assembly of packed paniculate.
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2. Power-Law Creep. The following form of the creep-rate equation (Eqn. (14)) is used

where e0 , o0 and n are material constants. The derived densification rate by power-law

creep during Stage 1 is

(19)

where x is the radius of the neck formed in the interparticle contact zone, given by

X = 4 H P P° R (20)

During Stage 2, the densification rate is

= i ivt PQ-P) .f±.r p.,

3. Diffusional Mass Transport. Under the action of the interparticle contact stress (and
therefore a form of creep), densification can occur by the diffusion (via the grain boundaries
and the lattice) of material from the contact areas between the particles. Hence, the particles
move closer together and the voids fill up. During Stage 1, the rate of densification is given
by

D 4 3 ( l - D 0 ) 2 S D b + P D
d i f f ( 1 ) ~ ( D - D 0 ) 2 kTR3 " P ( 2 2 )

where p is curvature of the contact neck, given by

h
and 8Db is the grain boundary diffusion coefficient (Db) times the bounary thickness (8), Dv

is the lattice diffusion coefficient and Q is the volume of the diffusing atom.

During Stage 2, the densification rate is modified to
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54fl(8Dh+rDv) ,
^ ) = V ^VT^Dp (24)

where r is the pore radius given by

The above equations are used to construct the HIPing Mechanism Diagrams, using experimental
materials property data collected by Frost and Ashby (1982).5 Specific examples (for a commercial tool
steel) are shown in Figures 18 and 19. Figure 18 shows the dominant mechanism that applies for a
particular densification (D) achieved at a given applied pressure (p) (normalized with respect to the yield
strength, <ry), for two different particle diameters (50 and 100 urn) compacted at a temperature of 1200°C.
The heavy lines mark the boundaries between two compaction mechanism fields. Although both
mechanisms are simultaneously operating, the field boundary lines represent the point at which each
mechanism produces the same densification rate. On either side of this boundary, the indicated
mechanism dominates. To illustrate the utilization of these diagrams, consider the case (Figure 18(a)) of
the application of a pressure of -50 MPa. From the starting density (Do) of -0.6, compaction occurs by
plastic yielding up to D = 0.65. Thereafter, the densification mechanism is dominated by power-law
creep, up to a density approaching 0.9, when the diffusion mechanism takes over. In general, plastic
yield and power-law creep prevails in Stage 1 compaction, whereas mass transport by diffusion
dominates Stage 2, when the remnant porosity is in the form of isolated pores.

Superimposed on the mechanism fields are contours of constant times (in hours) to achieve a particular
density (noting that densification by plastic yielding is achieved instantaneously). These are obtained by
numerically integrating the rate equations. Densification rates contributed by each mechanism are added
linearly, since all mechanisms are assumed to act independently. From Figure 18(a), we see that
complete densification is achieved in about one hour at a pressure close to 100 MPa. There are three
experimentally determined compaction times marked on the diagram. These data are in good agreement
with the theoretical prediction of the diagram. Comparing Figure 18(a) and (b), we see that whereas
particle size has a very minor affect on the mechanism-field distribution, the densification rates are
significantly higher for the finer particles. This reflects higher diffusion rates predicted by Eqns. (22)
and (24) (an R3 dependence).

The temperature dependence of the densification process (at a pressure of 100 MPa) is shown in
Figure 19. This reinforces the point that under typical industrial conditions of high temperature
(~1200°C), the predominant densification process is power-law creep, with the removal of the last 2%, or
so, of porosity occurring by diffusion. This behaviour emphasizes the rate advantage of increasing the
applied pressure (as made evident in Figure 18), as Dap" , with n = 7.5 for the tool steel. At lower

temperatures (e.g., of more direct interest to the case of the fuel-waste container), after plastic yielding,
the dominant compaction mechanism is that of diffusion.

5 Such data were previously used to construct Ashby's Deformation Mechanism Maps, which have many parallels
with the HIPing Mechanism Diagrams. A discussion of the Deformation Mechanism Maps, and their application to
the fuel-waste container design is presented elsewhere (Dutton 1995). The Appendix to the present report also
describes a specific utilization of these maps.
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The basic formulation developed by the 1985 (Helle et al. 1985) work of the Cambridge group has stood
the test of time. More recent work has added refinements and elaboration of detail, but has not
introduced significant departure from the original kinetic equations, in either their qualitative or
quantitative capabilities. While it is not the intent of this report to review all of these recent
developments, the following will provide a representative depiction of the advances made.

Under rapid densification at high temperatures, the time dependence of heat transfer can play a
significant role. Thus, Li et al. (1987) examined the influence of non-uniform compaction, and
consequent shape changes occurring in the preform, that result from temperature gradients as heat
diffuses into the compact body. This, together with interaction with the shell wall, causes a significant
departure from a pure hydrostatic stress state during HIPing. The resulting complexity in the stress state
has been taken into account in the theoretical treatments of power-law creep (Kuhn and McMeeking
1992) and diffusional creep (McMeeking and Kuhn 1992) during Stage 1 densification. Similar
departures from pure hydrostatic stress can be imposed by changing the external loading conditions
between the extremes of unconstrained uniaxial compression, to HIPing. The specific case of Stage 2
densification by power-law creep under these conditions has been examined theoretically by Sofronis and
McMeeking (1992) and experimentally by Liu et al. (1994). A full exploration of the constitutive laws
governing multiaxial stress conditions during the Stage 1 and Stage 2 operation of all relevant
densification mechanisms is presented in the overview paper of Cocks (1994).

10. COMPACTION OF BRITTLE MATERIALS

As discussed in Section 2, ceramic and glass particulates have been considered for packing of the fuel-
waste container. In contrast to metals, these materials are brittle, particularly at the planned service
temperatures, i.e., they are subject to brittle fracture. In general, the fracture stress is below the yield
stress. The magnitude of the fracture stress is determined by the size of incipient cracks and flaws
(Ceramics and Glasses 1991), and therefore dependent on the surface finish of the manufactured
paniculate sphere. Some typical fracture strengths of commercially available products are given in
Table 7.

The fracture strengths in Table 7 are either obtained from tensile testing, compressive crush testing, or
flexural bending. While the stress system produced in a packed particulate subject to an external
pressure is complex, there are some imposed limits on the possible modes of fracture. Thus, as discussed
in Section 5, if the particulate assembly is in a reasonably close-packed form (either random or ordered
arrangement) any deformations, including fracture fragmentation, that results in a dilation of the packed
bed, is discouraged by the action of the external pressure. In particular, the confining nature of particle-
to-particle interaction will produce localized compressive stresses that mitigate fracture (whereas brittle
materials are susceptible to fracture under tensile stress, they are exceedingly strong under purely
compressive stress). Consequently, the allowed fracture modes will be of the following type:

cracking to cause partial shearing, which will facilitate consolidation by particle
rearrangement, particularly in those localized regions of inhomogeneous loose packing where
particle bridging maintains low density, and

localized crushing at the particle-to-particle contact zones, where the fragmented particles
are sufficiently small to enter the void spaces between the existing particles (noting that the
inherent capacity for this fracture mode is limited in ternary or quaternary mixtures).
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In the experiments of Teper (1987), described in Section 7, reference is made to a discontinuity in the
stress-strain curve where the effective elastic modulus decreases sharply. This is particularly evident in
the glass-bead particulate, occurring at a stress of -30 MPa (Teper refers to this, in a somewhat arbitrary
fashion, as the "strength", or "elastic limit"). This was concluded to be associated with localized fracture
of the particulates. Although there was no direct evidence for this (e.g., the particulates were not
subjected to microscopic examination following the loading experiments), it was observed that a fine

TABLE 7

TYPICAL FRACTURE STRENGTHS OF CERAMICS AND GLASSES*
(ASM Engineered Materials Reference Book 1989)

Material

Alumina: 85% density
90% density
95% density
99% density

Alumina silicate
ZrO2Al2O3

3% V2O3 PSZ**
TTZ***
9% MgO (PSZ)**
Slip castSi3N4

Reaction-bonded SiC
Pressureless-sintered SiC
Sintered SiC with free silicon
Sintered SiC with graphite
Reaction-bonded Si3N4

Hot pressed Si3N4

Silica glass: polished surface
abraded

Quartz crystals
Vycor glass
Pyrex glass

Compressive Strength
MPa
1620
2410
2410
2590

275
2410
2960
1760
1860
140
690

3860
1030
415
770

3450
1035

-
2070

-
-

Tensile Strength
MPa

125
140
195
205

17
-
-

350
-

24
140
170
165
35

-
-

69
-

193
-
-

Flexural Strength
MPa
293
315
340
345
62

-
1170
635
690

69
255
550
325

55
205
860
100
55

-
69
69

* Strength is dependent on test method, sample preparation, and sample size
** Partially stabilized zirconia
*** Transformation-toughened zirconia

powder was produced by mechanical loading. This probably exemplifies the particle-contact
fragmentation mode described above. Similar evidence for microfracturing was reported by Ferris and
Graham (1997).

In addition to measuring compaction under rising load conditions, Teper (1987) also conducted creep
tests on a variety of particulates under a uniaxial compression stress of 10 MPa at 150°C. A selection of
creep curves is shown in Figure 20. Total creep strains of about 1.5 x 10"4 were measured after about
900 hours for glass beads. Similar creep tests were conducted on glass beads and sand by Ferris and
Graham (1997), using a stress of 15 MPa at room temperature and 100°C. Creep strains of ~2.5 x 10'4
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were measured in glass beads after about 700 hours, while the creep strain in sand was slightly less than
this after -2500 hours. Although Teper, and Ferris and Graham did not specifically determine the
accompanying creep mechanisms, it would appear that compaction occurred by particle rearrangement
accompanied by microfracturing.

The compaction behaviour of several fine (44 - 62 urn) ceramic powders (alumina, silica, magnesia and
calcite) was studied by Cooper and Eaton (1962). These powders were chosen to represent a range of
hardness (as represented by the Mohs' and Knoop's scales), as shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8

PROPERTIES OF POWDERS

Material
Alumina

Silica
Magnesia

Calcite

Hardness
Mohs

9
7

4-5
3

Knoop
2100
820
370
135

Initial Porosity
(%)

56
51
60
55

The initial porosities were measured after vibration. The powders were then pressed under increasing
load (at room temperature) in a hardened steel cylinder with an inside diameter of 14 mm. The results
are shown in Figure 21.

A microscopic examination of the powder after pressing showed that microfracturing had occurred
extensively, in which fragments of about 5 urn in size had broken off the original particles. A theoretical
analysis of the data indicated that most of the compaction could be accounted for by particle
rearrangement, the remainder occurring by the fine fragments filling interparticle pores. However, even
the major process of particle rearrangement was facilitated by the accompanying microfracturing. The
harder materials (alumina and silica), being more resistant to fracturing, displayed a comparatively lower
compaction, as illustrated in Figure 21.

To this point, we have confined our discussion to instantaneous fracture. This places it in the same
category as the plastic yielding phenomenon discussed in Section 8. Indeed, it is to be expected that
Eqns. (13), (15) and (16) will be appropriate for brittle materials, where the fracture stress is substituted
for the yield stress. Thus, interparticle contact flattening will occur by localized fragmentation, rather
than plastic yielding, such that identical equations apply to the evolution of geometry and stress. In
addition to instantaneous fracture, we must consider the possibility of time-dependent fracture.

This phenomenon is generally termed delayed failure, or static fatigue (Wilkins and Dutton 1976). Such
a process operates at stresses below the instantaneous fracture stress. Under the action of a tensile stress,
small cracks (subcritical in size) grow slowly in length until they exceed the critical crack size, when
fracture occurs. A common subcritical crack propagation mechanism is that due to localized corrosion at
the surface of the crack tip (Wiederhorn et al. 1982). This typically occurs in the presence of moisture
(even at very low water concentrations, e.g., relative humidities of 10'3%), although other chemical
environments can produce similar effects (Freiman 1984). Most ceramics display this fracture mode, but
glass is particularly susceptible; experimental data are available for crack-growth velocities covering a
range of 10"10 - 10"2 ms"1. Thus, Figure 22 shows a set of data for quartz over a range of temperatures of
interest to us (Atkinson and Meredith 1987). Here, the subcritical crack velocities are plotted against a
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fracture mechanics parameter, the stress intensity factor (Ki), which is related to the depth of incipient
cracks and the applied stress. Evans (1972) has shown how such subcritical crack velocity data can be
used to estimate the time of failure of components, with examples given for alumina.

It would appear to be relatively simple to avoid this delayed fracture process by controlling of the
chemical environment (particularly the elimination of moisture) in the fuel-waste container. However,
there are other crack-propagation mechanisms to be considered. These can give rise to crack propagation
at high stresses even under vacuum conditions. An illustration of this in quartz, down to room
temperature, is also shown in Figure 22. The low-temperature mechanisms responsible for this are not
well understood. Additional mechanisms operate at elevated temperatures, involving various solid-state
diffusion-controlled processes (Stevens and Dutton 1971), independent of the surrounding environment.
However, as these are a particular manifestation of the possible creep processes that apply, they can be
subsumed into the general discussion of creep deformation.

The discussion of compact densification by creep deformation in Section 9 can be extended to ceramics
and glasses. A general reference to the commercial compaction and sintering of such particulates is
provided by the textbook, Ceramics and Glasses (1991). First, it is important to point out that from the
point of view of comparative creep resistance, glass particulates are less attractive.6 Thus, glass being an
amorphous solid, behaves like a Newtonian viscous solid with a significant capacity for flow even at low
temperatures (a well-known phenomenon in ancient window panes). A crystalline ceramic (e.g.,
alumina) has a much higher creep resistance. For example, the relatively high melting point of alumina
(~2050°C) confers higher creep resistance than most metals (melting points generally < 1500°C). The
HIPing Mechanism Diagrams for alumina are shown in Figure 23. From these, it will be observed that
the compaction mechanism is dominated by diffusion (specifically grain boundary diffusion). Another
advantage of alumina is that its compressive yield strength - or, more correctly, its compressive fracture
strength (-1500 MPa) is much higher than the tool steel (200 MPa) discussed in Section 9. It is clear
from Figure 23 that the high densification rates suitable for commercial HIPing processes with alumina
are only achieved at high temperatures (~1200°C). For information at much lower temperatures, over
extended time periods, we turn to the literature on physical geology.

11. PARTICLE COMPACTION UNDER GEOLOGICAL TMESCALES

The prolonged timescales of geological processes offers challenges and opportunities. Thus, geologists
try to explain their observations of large-scale plastic deformations in deep rock formations on the basis
of current theoretical understanding of creep mechanisms, supported by short-term laboratory creep
testing. In contrast, materials scientists will seek validation of long-term extrapolation of creep theory
and experiment through the geological data. This approach is relevant to our investigations. A general
overview of the role of plastic deformation and fracture in geological formations will be found in the
recent books edited by Atkinson (1987), and Barber and Meredith (1990).

It will be useful at this point to place the range of possible creep rates into some perspective. A
convenient summary is presented in Figure 24, for metals and non-metals. This shows that industrial
forming processes employ rapid deformation rates above 10"2s*'. Whereas creep rates explored in the

6 Comprehensive reviews are available describing the current understanding of creep mechanisms in ceramics
(Cannon and Langdon 1988), plus a compilation of creep data (Cannon and Langdon 1983). In addition, useful
Deformation Mechanism Maps are published by Frost and Ashby (1982). The application of such maps to the
compaction of particulates is presented in the Appendix.
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laboratory for metals and ceramics typically range as low as ~10"l0s"', practical engineered structures
often extend this down to - 10"12-s"'. As discussed in the Appendix, this is also the order of magnitude
expected for the shell of the waste container. Thus, a circumferential strain of about 10% over the
required container lifetime of about 1000 years represents a creep rate of ~3 x 10~12s'. Figure 24 shows
that the lower end of the experimentally explored deformation rate of rocks and ceramics is about 10"9-s"',
while natural deformation rates in geological rock formations extend down to ~10"15s"'.

Examples of the application of Deformation Mechanism Maps (Frost and Ashby 1982) to explain
geological phenomena have been summarized by Dutton (1995). Thus, the creep map that was
constructed for ice was used successfully to account for the flow (at a creep rate of ~ 10'9-s"') of the south
polar ice cap, down to a depth of 4000 m. Similarly, a map for the mineral olivine was used to quantify
tectonic plate drift over distances of about 5000 km in a period of 2 x 108 years. The predicted creep
rates of 10"12 to 10 l5s"' were in good agreement with observations.

In a similar fashion, a HIPing Mechanism Diagram for ice granules (2 mm diameter at -27°C), shown in
Figure 25 (Arzt et al. 1983), has been successfully used to account for compaction rates of ice fields in
Antarctica and Greenland. The initial packing of the granules (at the surface) is quite low, Do« 0.5.
Below about 20 m in depth, the density is greater than 0.7, with the pores being closed (i.e., individual
pores are isolated and hermetically sealed by the surrounding matrix). From 20 to 400 m the pressure
rises almost linearly with depth and the ice increases in density to a limiting value of 0.997. At this
point, the pressure of the air trapped in the pores is equal to the pressure of the overburden and further
sintering is impossible (marked "No Densification" in Figure 25). The age of the ice is known as a
function of depth. This allows the measured compaction data to be compared with the theoretical
prediction. As seen in Figure 25, there is good agreement of these data with the time-contour lines (up to
103 years) included in the diagram. The diagram shows that most of the ice compaction occurs by power-
law creep (with n = 3).

There is considerable geological interest in porous rock deposits, usually motivated by the commercial
importance of such formations as potential reservoirs for subterranean water supplies, or oil/gas
resources. Clearly, the capacity and production efficiency of such a matrix directly depends on its
porosity. In the early stages of the sedimentary sequence, naturally deposited, well-sorted sands (often
with a predominance of quartz grains) have mean porosities ranging from 35-50%. The high end of this
range is often a consequence of irregular, even plate-like, grains whose natural compaction is hindered by
extensive bridging. Under the pressure of the overburden, compaction of the sand will occur, often
followed by a process of cementation that binds the particles together, forming a sandstone.7

Geological investigation usually involves the collection of samples from outcrops and drilled cores.
From these, porosities are measured and mineral compaction/morphology is determined and analyzed
against the known, or interpolated geological history. A typical example would be the work of
Houseknecht (1984) on Hartshorne Sandstone of the Arkoma basin straddling the Oklahoma/Arkansas
border in the USA. The local geology would indicate that the original deposit had been buried to a
maximum depth of 2500 m. The age of the deposit is about 100 million years, during which time
temperatures within the deposit varied from 85 to 210°C. The major mineral component (> 80%) was
quartz, with a grain size varying from about 0.1 to 0.25 mm. It was found that the observed porosity (i.e.,

7 The word "diagenesis" is used by geologists to describe this progressive change in porosity and morphology. As
the compaction proceeds, the initially loose sand acquires a degree of "lithification", i.e., some resistance to flow and
a measurable macroscopic strength. This process is augmented by the dissolution and redeposition of silica that
cements the grains together, causing further lithification. The resulting matrix has significant structural continuity
and strength, being referred to as an "indurate" sandstone.
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after compaction) of 5 to 10% decreased with decreasing grain size. Much of the porosity reduction was
ascribed to the accumulation of silica cement.

A variety of compaction mechanisms are discussed in the geological literature. It is considered that the
initial stages are mechanical in nature, achieved by particle rearrangement and reorientation,
accompanied by fracturing (referred to by geologists as cataclasis) of the brittle components (e.g., quartz)
and plastic deformation of the more ductile components (e.g., clay and micaceous rock fragments,
McBride 1979). This might account for a reduction in porosity by up to a third. Further compaction
processes are illustrated in Figure 26, and discussed by Mitra (1988), who developed equations to
quantify macroscopic strains in terms of various porosity reduction mechanisms.

In Figure 26, Panel 1 shows the initial unconsolidated (but well-packed) assembly. The overburden
pressure is applied in Panel 2. In response to the stress, some ductile grains deform and neighbouring
pairs of quartz grains undergo bonding by a process of pressure solution. This involves the dissolution of
silica (in the presence of water), which is deposited elsewhere, referred to as mineral overgrowth (this
mechanism is discussed in more detail below). Panel 3 shows further cementation of pores by mineral
deposits transported into the packed bed via percolating water. This water transport can also result in the
removal of cementation, to form the secondary porosity depicted in Panel 4. Additional porosity can be
introduced by fracturing, induced by processes such as tectonic plate activity, as shown in Panel 5.

From this collection of interactive mechanisms, occurring over long time periods, we can see that the
overall compaction process is very complicated. Overriding emphasis in the geological literature is
placed on the mechanism of "pressure solution". A comprehensive review of the phenomenology of
pressure solution has been published by Tada and Siever (1989). On the basis of geological inspection,
they estimate, for quartzose sandstones, that the mechanism operates at a minimum temperature of
20 - 60°C and an effective pressure (i.e., overburden - or lithostatic - pressure minus pore-fluid pressure)
of 9 - 11 MPa. They also point out that the evidence for pressure solution is indirect and not entirely
conclusive. The main difficulty arises from the need to infer the original shape of the grains, based on
observation of the final shape and porosity. In particular, it is difficult to eliminate the role of plastic
deformation. From their own work, they conclude that plastic deformation accompanies pressure
solution.

A detailed theoretical analysis of pressure solution has been conducted by Pharr and Ashby (1983). The
basic idea is that in the presence of water, dissolution (e.g., of silica in the case of quartz sand) is
enhanced by the presence of compressive stresses produced at the contact area of neighbouring particles.
The dissolved material is transported away from the interface and deposited as precipitated mineral at
stress-free areas within the pores. The overall result is a reduction in porosity. To obtain agreement
between the theory and experimental observation, Pharr and Ashby found it necessary to include plastic
deformation in the particle-to-particle contact zone, either in the form of localized yielding, or creep.
This conclusion is an agreement with the work of Green (1984) who showed that enthalpy components
associated with plasticity and fracture should be included in the overall thermodynamics.

The evidence in support of the pressure solution mechanism was reviewed by Rutter (1983). It is
difficult to distinguish between compaction occurring directly from plasticity (yield or creep) and that
resulting from pressure solution. Thus, confirmation by direct observation of sandstone morphology is
problematic because both mechanisms result in flattened areas of contact between adjacent particles.
However, it is common to accept evidence of pressure solution based on an irregular, serrated, boundary
(suture) between the interpenetrating particulates (such suture boundaries are depicted in Figure 26).
Also, it has been judged that plastic processes dominate above temperatures of about 300°C, while
pressure solution is the preferred mechanism below this. Experimental resolution of these uncertainties
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in the laboratory is.difficult because of the extremely low strain rates involved. However, perhaps the
greatest evidence in favour of the pressure solution mechanism came from Rutter's experiments, which
showed an increase in strain rate when water was added.

On the basis of theoretical kinetic equations for pressure solution (similar to those derived by Pharr and
Ashby 1983), Rutter (1983) estimated rates of compaction of fine-grained (900 and 420 um diameter)
quartzite sands (with a starting porosity of 40%) over geological time periods. The results are shown in
Figure 27. The solid lines are obtained for a constant hydrostatic pressure of 40 MPa. The broken lines
correspond to increasing stress conditions obtained by assuming progressive overburden burial rates of
3 km/10 Ma and 3 km/100 Ma, until a constant pressure of 40 MPa is obtained (at a depth of 2.5 km).
Two data points for measured porosities of North Sea sandstones are also plotted, for comparison. These
empirical results are in reasonable accordance with the theoretical predictions.

The results of recent experiments to investigate the pressure-solution mechanism have been published by
Schutjens (1991). Quartz sands of three grain-size ranges (20 - 30 um, 40 - 50 um, 80-100 um) were
compacted under an applied uniaxial stress, at elevated temperatures (150 - 350°C) to enhance the kinetic
processes. Both dry and water-saturated (where the pore pressure was controlled) experiments were
conducted: the results are shown in Figure 28. From this we note that whereas the compaction of the dry
sand terminated quite quickly, the wet sand continued to creep at a significant rate after elapsed times of
up to 50 days. This seems to provide direct proof of the pressure-solution mechanism, but an analysis of
the data (e.g., grain size, stress and temperature dependence) was not in agreement with the current
theories. Rather, evidence in support of pressure solution was claimed from a microscopic examination
of the sand particles after creep testing. This showed that dry compaction (at 150 and 250°C) and wet
compaction at 250°C occurred mainly by particle fracture and rearrangement. Wet compaction at 300
and 350°C showed indications of pressure solution, in the form of concave-convex grain-to-grain
contacts, consistent with interparticle penetration. To eliminate the possibility that these features were
not formed by plastic deformation processes, it would have been prudent to conduct dry experiments at
300 and 350°C.

The generally accepted conclusion that compaction in geologically occurring sands occurs primarily by
pressure solution also derives from morphological examination of the grains. In particular, interparticle
suture boundaries and concave-convex contact surfaces are reported (Houseknecht 1984, Mitra 1988,
Palmer and Barton 1987). A detailed analysis, based on an exhaustive examination of particle
morphology as a function of depth, on sandstones within the Ventura Basin, California, was conducted
by Wilson and McBride (1988). The inferred initial porosity of the original sand deposit was 40%. At a
depth in excess off 3,600 m, the porosity had been reduced to -14%. The morphological analysis
showed that over half of this porosity reduction was accounted for by grain rearrangement. The
remainder was by ductile deformation (of clays and mica) and pressure-solution, in almost equal
proportions. However, there was an important discrepancy. The amount of silica dissolved from the
conjectured pressure solution could not be found (e.g., as silica cement). Similar inventory discrepancies
were reported by Houseknecht (1984).

It is disappointing that apart from the limited analysis of Rutter (1983), illustrated in Figure 27, there
seems to be no extensive evaluation of the compaction kinetics in geological formations (a conclusion
confirmed by the review of Tada and Siever 1989). Instead, the focus in the literature seems to be the
derivation of universal plots of porosity versus depths. The purpose of such data often appears to be
associated with the need to estimate the maximum burial depth (under conditions where substantial
fractions of the overburden have been subsequently removed by geological processes) from the measured
porosity (Wilson and McBride 1988). Knowing the burial depth (and therefore overburden pressure),
age of deposition (and therefore elapsed time) and average temperature of the geological formation, an
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estimation of compaction rate seems feasible. Similarly, given the extensive geological time periods
(circa 108 years), little consideration has been given to the possible role of plastic deformation by creep
processes. However, it is evident (Knipe 1990) that this topic is attracting increasing attention.

Evidence for plastic deformation (including creep) in quartzite sandstone rocks has been reported from
microscopic observations (petrography). This has been in the form of deformation bands and
recrystallization (Kenrich et al. 1977), kink bands and grain elongation (Mitra 1978), and other evidence
obtained by electron microscopy (Knipe 1990). However, these features are not associated with
particulate compaction, but rather, large-scale deformation resulting from the folding within anticline
formations under the action of tectonic forces. Indeed, there is abundant petrographic evidence that
quartz has flowed extensively in nature by plastic deformation under most conditions in the earth's crust.
These observations were at variance with laboratory testing, which showed that quartz is extremely
resistant to deformation, and is in fact one of the strongest minerals known. This paradox has been
resolved (Blacic and Christie 1984) by showing that deformation becomes possible at very slow strain
rates (~10'6-s"'), typifying creep conditions. In addition, the plastic flow stress is markedly reduced if the
quartz grains contain small quantities of dissolved water (termed "hydrolytic weakening"). Most of the
experimental data have been produced at temperatures above ~300°C, although Blacic and Christie
provided empirical kinetic strain-rate equations that would allow extrapolation to lower temperatures.
Based on examination of geological formations, the morphological changes occurred at quite high
temperatures (as determined, for example, by oxygen isotope thermometry - Kenrich et al. 1977), in the
range 300 - 450°C, i.e., thermal metamorphism. By use of the petrographic data, macroscopic strain
contributions have been estimated with components separated into power law (dislocation) and diffusion
creep (see Section 9), as well as pressure-solution strain (Kenrich et al. 1977, Mitra 1978). The overall
theoretical framework of analysis and understanding is derived from the metallurgical literature on creep-
deformation mechanisms, including the use of Deformation Mechanism Maps (Frost and Ashby 1982).
The first comprehensive use of these maps to explain creep deformation in the upper mantle (with
particular reference to the olivine mineral) was presented by Stocker and Ashby (1973). Using a similar
approach, McClay (1977) compared the theoretical rate equations for the pressure solution and diffusion-
creep mechanisms, as they apply to quartz, calcite and galena. For an applied stress, a, acting on a
material with grain size d, the creep rate controlled by lattice diffusion (Nabarro-Herring creep) is given
by

* ^ ( 2 6 )

kTd2

while that controlled by grain-boundary diffusion (Coble creep) is given by

kTd3

These expressions (where B and B' are constants) are of the same form as Eqns. (22) and (24). The
equation governing pressure solution is

(27)

kTd3

where A is a constant, C is the equilibrium solution concentration in the fluid, whose diffusion
coefficient is Df, and w is the effective width of the interparticle contact gap. The resulting plots of strain
rate versus grain size (using best estimates of the controlling parameters) are shown in Figure 29. These
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are constructed foc200 and 35O°C, the temperature range where creep processes are assumed to be
significant (strain rates of ~10~14s"' are considered to apply to tectonic processes, as shown in Figure 24).
Figure 29 shows that strain rates via all three mechanisms come into the range of geological significance
only for very small grain sizes (1-10 urn). Under these conditions, pressure solution rates are higher
than diffusion creep for quartz and calcite. As pointed out by Mitra (1978), the activation energy for
pressure solution is much lower (a factor of ~5) than that for diffusion creep. Therefore, at lower
temperatures, the decrease in the diffusion creep rate will be much greater than that due to pressure
solution.

Whereas the analytical work of McClay (1977) focussed on diffusional creep (noting that the pressure
solution mechanism is equivalent to Coble creep, with the grain boundary diffusivity enhanced by the
presence of a fluid), evidence for the widespread occurrence of dislocation creep in quartz has been
highlighted by White (1976) and Tullis (1990). In particular, they reviewed the microscopic (including
electron microscopy) observations of slip bands, dislocation structures, dynamic recovery and recrystal-
lization. In response to this evidence, Rutter (1976) has constructed the full Deformation Mechanism
Map for quartz. He incorporated the diffusional creep mechanisms considered by McClay (Eqns. (26) to
(28)), but added the dislocation creep equation given by

e = A 'D v (a /G) n (29)

where A' is a constant and G is the shear modulus. This expression is equivalent to Eqns. (14) and (18).

By use of the best available estimates for the necessary parameters, the resulting maps are shown in
Figure 30, which were constructed for a grain size of 100 um.8 Rutter points out that the effect of
reducing the grain size to 10 um is to increase the Nabarro-Herring creep rate by 100 times, and Coble
creep by 1000 times. This grain-size dependence is made explicit in Figure 29. Figures 29 and 30 affirm
that dislocation and diffusion creep (at strain rates of interest to us) are generally confined to higher
temperatures (> 300°C), whereas pressure solution can occur at lower temperatures. The exception is in
the upper left hand corner of the map (Figure 30), where high stresses prevail. This is also the stress
regime where fracture can occur, as emphasized by White (1976), and discussed in Section 10. The
transition from plastic flow to fracture in rock material is specifically analyzed by Murrell (1990). It
must also be noted that the analysis of Rutter does not include the possibility of hydrolytic weakening
discussed above. Its importance in the creep of quartz has been emphasized by Tullis (1990).

Geologists have also given attention to the role of subcritical crack growth, as illustrated by the review of
Atkinson and Meredith (1987). Thus, this has provided a mechanistic explanation for time-dependent
phenomena associated with tectonic, earthquake and volcanic processes. However, most of the data
generated have come from laboratory experiments. For example, Figure 31 is a summary of subcritical
crack velocities for several rock types.9 The crack-growth mechanism is one of stress-corrosion cracking
in the presence of moisture. However, Atkinson (1984) has also used the theory of Stevens and Dutton
(1971) to estimate crack growth in quartz by solid-state diffusion. Although this is a slow process, crack

8 There can be some confusion over the definition of "grain size". In Eqns. (26), (27) and (29) we must recognize
the possibility that quartz particles may be polycrystalline. In this case, the grain size will be less than the particle
size. If the quartz particle is a single crystal, particle size and grain size are equal. For the case of pressure solutioi
(Eqn. (28)), the grain size is equal to the particle size even if the particles are polycrystalline.

9 It is of interest to note that within our overall waste management program, the possibility of subcritical crack
growth in the rock surrounding the vault has been considered. Thus, Wilkins (1980) has measured crack propagation
rates down to 10"'2 m-s"1 (i.e., equivalent to geological time scales) in granite taken from the Lac du Bonnet batholith.
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velocities of -101 m-s"1 were predicted and indicated to be significant for geological time scales.
Unfortunately, there have not been any field studies that attempt to extract data (for any subcritical crack-
growth mechanisms) over geological time periods.

12. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There is a very clear advantage to maximizing the particulate-packing density in the fuel-waste container.
This arises because the maximum global limit on container collapse, by whatever deformation
mechanism, is set by the remnant porosity. It is impossible under hydrostatic loading for further strain to
occur when the porosity has been eliminated by volumetric deformation of the whole. Table 6 shows that
a remarkably low porosity of 4.9% can be achieved using the quaternary mix of McGeary (1961). For a
cylindrical geometry, a volumetric compaction that reduced the porosity to zero would result in a
circumferential strain of only 2.5% in the container wall10. This would reduce the overall predictive
lifetime problem to the assurance that the container-shell material could sustain a very modest creep
strain without the onset of fracture. Such a strategy would circumvent the need to estimate the time-
dependent creep deformation of the container if it could be shown that the maximum strain could be
tolerated at the lowest conceivable strain rate. Over the required lifetime of the container, say 1000
years, the minimum creep rate would be £m • 3 x 10'10-s"', where em would be the maximum strain (equal
to 0.025 for a porosity of 4.9%). We must now examine the practical feasibility of achieving such low
paniculate porosities.

To obtain low porosities, we can employ the technique used by McGeary (1961), discussed in Section 5.
We select this in preference to the theoretical close-packing scheme described by Deresiewicz (1958), as
depicted in Table 5, for the following reasons:

• in contrast to the theoretical calculations of Deresiewicz, the packing methodology adopted by
McGeary has been established as a practical solution,

• McGeary's method avoids the problem of particle-size segregation by minimizing the required
vibrational packing intensity.

However, some practical problems emerge in the implementation of the McGeary scheme. This is
associated with our specifications of a maximum diameter of 1 mm for the particulate to be used in the
container. This arises because the minimum spacing between the fuel-element cladding in a fuel bundle
(determined by the dimension of the element-spacing pads) is about 1 mm (Wasywich 1993). Therefore,
a maximum particle size of 1 mm is required to enter these gaps and to provide mechanical support to the
individual fuel elements. Consequently, if we use McGeary's formula for a quaternary packing mix, the
size ratio for the finest particle is 316:1 (Table 6), yielding a diameter of about 3 u for our case. Such a
fine powder would be very difficult to obtain, and almost impossible to handle in any large-scale
engineering process. In addition, such a micronized powder, as emphasized by McGeary, would

10 Circumferential strains for the container shell can be calculated as follows. The volume of the container is given
by V = h27tr, whore h is the height and r the radius of the container. If we reduce the volume by AV, while assuming
to first order that h remains constant, differentiation yields AV/V = 2Ar/r. Thus, if the porosity (AV/V) is 4.9%, the
maximum circumferential strain (Ar/r) is 0.5 AV/V = 2.5%. This calculation holds only for small strains. Thus, in
Section 5.1 we see that a porosity of -40% typifies the packing of single-size spheres. If this is totally eliminated by
container collapse, a more detailed calculation would yield a circumferential engineering strain of 22.5%, which is
equal to a true strain of 25.5%.
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probably pack poorfy, particularly considering that the particles would likely be very irregular in shape,
thus being prone tcragglomeration and bridging. If we considered a ternary mix, the finest particle (ratio
of 77:1) would be about 13 |i, still rather small. The equivalent size, successfully handled by McGeary,
was about 40 u (400 mesh sieve size). The corresponding size of the largest sphere for this case would
be almost 3 mm. The porosity of such a ternary mixture was found by McGeary to be about 10%. This
is still an attractively low porosity, that would place a maximum limit on the circumferential strain of the
container shell to a modest 5%. We also note that the experimentally confirmed 10% porosity of
McGeary's ternary packing is less than the theoretical figure of -15% predicted for a quinary mixture in
a close-packed configuration (Table 5).

If we are to take advantage of the experimental results of McGeary for a ternary packing, we would have
to accept a maximum particle size of 3 mm, rather than our specified 1 mm. In adopting this scheme, we
would have to depend on the two finer particle sizes in the ternary mix to adequately fill the spacing
between the nested fuel elements. It is recommended that packing experiments be conducted to confirm
this possibility. Alternatively, packing experiments can be conducted to investigate the practicality of
using 1 mm particles with a fine component of 13 u particles.

Experiments are also required to investigate the optimum vibration conditions (vibrational intensity and
time) required to obtain maximum packing density of the ternary mixture, using the basic procedures of
McGeary. The scope of testing should also include an assessment of the degree of additional settling of
the particulate matrix during handling of the container following the packing procedure. In this regard, it
is anticipated that the low porosity that can be achieved in a ternary packing will be relatively stable
(compared to a single-sized particulate), and resistant to further compactions during container handling.
It is important to note in this respect, that whereas McGeary obtained an experimental porosity of 10%,
the theoretical porosity was calculated to be 6.5%. Thus, the maximum additional particulate settling
must be less than 3.5%.

We can summarize the discussion to this point. To minimize the maximum possible deformation strain
in the container wall under hydrostatic pressure, a high particulate-packing density should be aimed for.
To achieve this, a ternary mixture of particles, in the size ratio 1:7:77 should be utilized. It is
recommended that experiments, based on the studies of McGeary (1961), be conducted to determine the
optimum particle-size fraction and vibrational packing techniques.

Although it has been suggested above that a maximum container strain criterion might be used to assure
the required creep lifetime of the container, a full time-dependent stress/strain analysis will probably be
prudent. This will require creep deformation to be taken into account, utilizing a finite element model of
the container to quantify localized deformations associated with inhomogeneities within the structure and
geometry of the container. As pointed out in Section 3, the rate of deformation of the container shell will
largely be determined by the creep compaction of the particulate matrix. We can divide this into short-
term and long-term behaviour.

Short-term compaction (essentially instantaneous when the hydrostatic loading is applied) will occur by a
combination of the following mechanisms (discussed in the main body of this report)

• particle shuffling and rearrangement
• elastic deformation
• plastic-yield deformation
• fracture-induced compaction
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Whereas all of the strain components can be estimated using the information contained in Sections 6 to 8
and 10, it would be simpler (and probably more reliable for a multi-sized paniculate matrix) to measure
their combined action directly. This can be readily accomplished in the laboratory, with the short
timescales involved. The experiments would be done on the actual ternary mixtures after vibration
compaction. If quartz paniculate material is used (this is recommended, in preference to glass, for the
reasons discussed in Section 10), care must be taken to exclude moisture. In particular, dehydrated
quartz should be used to avoid significant reduction in the yield stress and creep resistance (i.e., the
phenomenon of hydrolytic weakening), as described in Section 11.

In contrast to the short-term mechanical behaviour, the long-term compaction behaviour is far more
complex to quantify. However, we can effectively exclude one of the primary time-dependent
compaction mechanisms from our consideration, that of pressure-solution. Thus, it is recommended that
the container fabrication process include precautions to eliminate moisture. Not only will this prevent
pressure-solution, but also reduce the incidence of hydrolytic weakening and static fatigue. The
remaining compaction mode to be considered is that of creep deformation. Unfortunately, laboratory
creep experiments have limited application by virtue of their limited duration compared to container
lifetime, see Figure 24. A predictive analytical approach will therefore be essential. Whereas a general
methodology for extrapolation of creep data has been presented elsewhere (Dutton 1995), a modified
approach must be adopted to take into account the characteristic geometry effects intrinsic to particulates.
These efforts will be guided by Sections 6, and 9 to 11 of this report.

Whereas the Appendix describes a finite element approach to estimating the creep behaviour of packed
particulates, Section 9 provides the means for utilizing an analytical alternative to this numerical scheme.
However, the creep-compaction relationships contained in Eqns. (18) to (25) strictly apply to a matrix of
single-sized particulates. Can we, therefore, employ these equations for the case of a ternary, or
quaternary, mixture? It is recommended that this question be explored further in a focused analytical
study. Some possible avenues of approach are as follows:

1. The underlying equations of Arzt (1982) that apply to a collection of particles (as described in
Section 6) should be revisited to determine the possibility of adapting them to a multi-sized
particulate. The creep equations would be modified accordingly.

2. An alternative approach may be to assume the behaviour of the particulate mixture is reasonably well
represented by particulates of a single size. The appropriate reference particulate diameter could be
that of the largest particle size, or some weighted average. Any analytical approach to this method of
approximation should be confirmed by comparing the proposed solution to a finite element model of
a ternary/quaternary mixture.

Once the appropriate creep equations are secured, a HIPing Mechanism Diagram can be constructed, as
described in Section 9 (an example for alumina is given in Figure 23). Although (to the author's
knowledge) no such diagram for quartz has been published in the literature, the relevant Deformation
Mechanism Map for quartz has been constructed (McClay 1977, Rutter 1976), as depicted in Figures 29
and 30. We note that the exclusion of water in the waste container will preclude the pressure-solution
mechanism from our consideration. Although the quartz HIPing Mechanism Diagram is not available to
us, we can utilize the appropriate Deformation Mechanism Map (Figure 30(a)) to make some general
observations on the expected ^reep behaviour of the packed particulate, similar to the discussion (specific
to alumina particulates) presented in the Appendix. We focus attention on that section of the Map that
applies to a temperature of 100°C (the temperature of the waste container). We immediately see that we
can discount the role of diffusion creep (both Coble and Nabarro Herring creep) because the creep rates
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(< 10"19-s"') are infinitesimally small (a strain of < 3 x 10"7% in 1000 years). As we pass through the
extreme left-hand Corner of the "dislocation creep" (i.e., power-law creep) field, the creep rates are also
extremely low (~10"16s"'). Within the extremely high stress regime (the horizontal field boundary is a
stress level of 100 MPa) we enter the "dislocation glide" field. The strain-rate contours in this field are
very approximate estimates. Rutter (1976) plotted straight lines for this mechanism, on the assumption
that at absolute zero temperature, the strength of quartz equals one tenth of the shear modulus. While
acknowledging these uncertainties, we see that significant creep rates (-101 0s ' ) are only achieved at
stresses approaching 1000 MPa. Such high stresses may exist locally within the particle-to-particle
contact zone on initial loading of the particulate matrix, but they will be a short-term transient. Thus, as
soon as a minute amount of deformation (mostly elastic) occurs, the flattening of the contact boundary
will increase the contact area, reducing the stress to levels where the creep rate becomes negligible.
Clearly, the substance of these arguments could be made explicit and quantitative through numerical
calculations using a finite element model.

This logic, based on the Deformation Mechanism Map, suggests that the essential compaction rate of
quartz particulates at 100°C will be extremely lo\
evidence obtained from the geological literature.
quartz particulates at 100°C will be extremely low (< 10'16-s"'). Such a conclusion is supported by the

From our review of the evidence emerging from geological formations (Section 11), it would appear that
the compaction of quartz sands, at temperatures below 300°C, occurs mainly by particle rearrangement
accompanied by microfracturing, with the remainder being ascribed to pressure solution. However, it has
been pointed out that it is difficult to distinguish between compaction by pressure solution and plastic
deformation. Evidence for plastic creep processes has been found in monolithic, non-porous, quartzite
rocks during large-scale thrust systems accompanying tectonic systems. However, these deformations
are judged to have occurred at higher temperatures, 300 to 450°C. Furthermore, there seems to be little
independent estimation of the strain rates (occurring over a time period measured in millions of years)
that have been realized. Thus, the most recent analysis of Knipe (1990) uses the Deformation
Mechanism Map of Rutter (1976) (Figure 30) to estimate the prevailing creep rates and accumulated
displacement of the thrust faults. Such data have then been compared with the observed total
displacement to obtain an estimate for the time required to form the thrust fault. Thus, this analysis is
somewhat tautological; it certainly does not provide independent confirmation of the stress/temperature/
time history, or the accuracy of the deformation map.

Taking these uncertainties into account, the best we can say is that geological studies would indicate low
creep compaction rates in dry quartz sands at 100°C over periods of thousands of years. These
observations are consistent with the predictions of the currently available Deformation Mechanism Maps.

It is recommended that a HIPing Mechanism Diagram be constructed for quartz particulate, as discussed
above, using the basic creep information contained in the Deformation Mechanism Map (Figure 30).
Following this, an experimental program should be conducted on the creep of ternary/quaternary sand
mixtures. The major objective would be to validate the HIPing diagram. For this purpose, experimental
compaction rates can be accelerated by performing the majority of the experiments at elevated
temperatures. Having confirmed the general validity of the HIPing diagram, it can be used to extrapolate
the compaction rates expected at the waste-container temperature of 100°C.

Finally, we must give some consideration to time-dependent compaction occurring via the mechanism of
slow crack growth (delayed failure), discussed in Section 10. A simplistic approach is to suggest that in
the absence of moisture, delayed failure is basically a creep mechanism, and therefore would be
subsumed within the (experimentally validated) HIPing Mechanism Diagram. The only alternative is to
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develop a compaction model that correlates densification by particle rearrangement with a process of
microfracturing of individual particles. The time dependence could then be introduced using subcritical
crack velocity data such as that contained in Figure 22.

As pointed out in Section 3, because of the mechanical coupling between the container shell and the
packed paniculate, the global deformation rate of the shell wall will be equal to the compaction rate of
the particulate. Thus, once we establish the creep rate of the paniculate matrix under the hydrostatic
stress prevailing in the vault, the creep rate of the container shell is also determined. Under such
imposed deformation rates, it is the creep properties, particularly the creep-rupture characteristics, of the
shell wall material (copper or titanium) that will establish the lifetime of the container. As explained in
the Appendix, it is the imposed creep rate of the container that will determine the stress level established
in the shell wall. It will be equal to the flow stress that corresponds to the prescribed creep rate. It is
clear from Section 9 that the creep rate of the packed particulate (and therefore the shell wall) will
decrease with time, as the packing density increases. The creep lifetime analysis of the container shell
must therefore take into account this variation in stress. Within a methodology based on the
recommended 6-Projection Concept (Dutton 1995), a suitable approach has been recently described by
Loghman and Wahab (1996). This employs a creep-damage assessment based on the Robinson's life
fraction rule, described in the Appendix. Loghman and Wahab provide a numerical procedure that lends
itself to a more sophisticated finite element model of the complete container. It is recommended that this
approach be adopted.
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FIGURE 3: Arrangement of a Dense Random Packing of Spheres (Deresiewicz 1958)
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FIGURE 7: The Computer Simulated Variation of the Volume Fraction with Time (number of
vibration cycles) of Particulates. The five data sets correspond, from top to bottom, to
shaking intensity e - 0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5 and 0.75 (e - fractional dilation). Dotted curves
show the best single exponential fits and the solid lines show the best two exponential
fits (Barker and Mehta 1993).
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FIGURE 8: Typical Packing of Spheres in a Box. On application of pressure, particles such as 1-5
(often associated with boundary effects at the container wall) will settle to closer packing
(Jones 1960).
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FIGURE 9: Pressure/Volume Characteristics of Five Grades of Copper Powder (Jones 1960)
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FIGURE 10: Schematic Representation of Compression of Stacked Spheres by Particle Deformation
(Jones 1960)

FIGURE 11: Schematic Section Through a Collection of Stacked Spheres (left: face-centred cubic,
right: close-packed-hexagonal) Showing Points of Contact (Deresiewicz 1958)
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FIGURE 15: Pressure vs. Density Curves (log/log plot) for a Variety of Metal Powders (Jones 1960)
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APPENDIX A

A METHOD TO ASSESS THE CREEP-RUPTURE LIFETIME OF A

PACKED-PARTICULATE USED-FUEL DISPOSAL CONTAINER
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BACKGROUND^

In this Appendix we outline an approach to estimate the creep lifetime of a packed-particulate container.
In the absence of suitable creep data for the packed-particulate matrix, we present a generalized finite
element formulation. Creep data for the container shell is also limited; we employ information available
in the literature for titanium. Although our calculations presented below are incomplete, the logic of
approach is captured. In addition, through some simplifying assumptions, we obtain some approximate
quantitative estimates. However, before proceeding to the proposed modelling and numerical
calculations, we first place the expected creep rates in the context of the range of values accessible to
laboratory measurement.

Whereas the requirement to project creep data obtained over laboratory time scales to millenary
proportion poses a challenging problem, it is not intractable, as a brief consideration of the relevant creep
rates will attest. Thus, based on the typical creep properties of candidate shell materials (Dutton 1996a
and Erb et al. 1996), we can anticipate that an acceptable (i.e., with assurance that creep fracture in the
container shell is avoided) total creep strain at end-of-design-life will be of the order of 10% (i.e., a strain
of 0.1). Over 1000 years, this represents a creep rate of ~3 x 10 l 2 s ' . Within a typical engineering
context, this is extremely low. However, the displacement transducers on modern creep machines can
detect specimen extensions of ~10"7 m, i.e., strains of the order of 10"6. Taking into account other testing
variables (e.g., temperature control), it is relatively straightforward to discriminate a creep strain of 103

over a period of one year (as we will see below, low-temperature creep tests on titanium have been
conducted over a period of about 27 years): this is a strain rate of ~3 x 1 0 " s ' . Within our experimental
program on titanium (Dutton et al. 1996), we have measured such strain rates. Similarly, in the Canadian
nuclear industry, it is of interest to note that creep rates of this order are routinely measured in CANDU
reactor fuel channels (Holt et al. 1983). Thus, whereas we are faced with extrapolating time over three
orders of magnitude, we are required to extrapolate measured creep rates by a more modest factor of 10.

There is some added complexity associated with the detailed geometry of the container design. Thus, we
are aware of the possibility of non-uniform, localized creep deformation occurring in areas such as the
corners defining the junction between the cylindrical shell and the heads. For our present purposes, we
have deliberately chosen to ignore these inhomogeneities. This is based on the assumption that future
design optimization will address issues such as minimization of stresses at the head-to-shell and other
similar regions in the container. Rather, we will address here a methodology to demonstrate, in a generic
manner, that we can develop a valid approach to determining the overall long-term creep behaviour of the
container shell, which can be employed in finite element models for assessment of long-term container
durability.

At this juncture, it is appropriate to mention that a preliminary finite element model for the complete
container has been produced (Garroni, unpublished work). The finite element mesh is shown in
Figure Al. Some limited plastic deformation runs have been performed. However, the model does not
yet contain the fundamental creep model to be described here.

METHODOLOGY FRAMEWORK

As discussed within the main body of this report, in the packed-particulate container design, the wall
thickness of the shell is such that its intrinsic strength is insufficient to support the external hydrostatic
pressure. It is the presence of the supporting packed paniculate that provides plastic stability. The
mechanical behaviour of the shell is therefore coupled to that of the particulate: it is the particulate
matrix that ultimately bears the load of the external hydrostatic pressure. Consequently, any inward
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plastic collapse of the shell will follow the tendency for the packed paniculate to undergo any
compressive densification. Thus, the creep properties of both the shell and the paniculate are relevant to
the overall time-dependent deformation of the container assembly. It is immediately apparent that the
rate of deformation of the container shell will be precisely equal to the volumetric creep rate of the
particulate. Consequently, we need to know the creep properties of the particulate to estimate the overall
time-dependent behaviour of the container. However, it is the creep properties of the shell that will
determine the creep lifetime or the container. This is dependent on the capacity of titanium or copper to
undergo creep strain before incurring creep rupture.

CREEP OF SHELL MATERIAL

A schematic representation of a typical creep curve is shown in Figure A2. Following an initial
elongation on loading (AB), creep commences, with the creep rate decreasing as the primary stage is
exhausted (BC). The secondary creep stage is then established, where a steady state is characterized by a
constant creep rate (CD). During the final tertiary creep stage (DE), the creep rate accelerates and leads
to eventual fracture. It should be noted that this creep curve is obtained under tensile stress conditions,
whereas the container shell will be creeping under a compressive stress, where fracture processes can be
(but are not always) suppressed. The use of tensile creep data (compressive creep data is almost non-
existent) will therefore tend to be conservative.

The methodology we have adopted to facilitate the long-term extrapolation of creep is to use constitutive
equations that represent the total creep curve (primary, secondary and tertiary) (Dutton 1995). This
contrasts with the more traditional approaches of basing the design on the steady-state secondary creep
rate only. We have chosen to use the complete creep curve for the following reasons:

there is more "information" in the full creep curve,
we anticipate an extended primary creep stage,
inclusion of the tertiary stage facilitates an objective fracture criterion, and
fitting the full creep curve incorporates the mechanistic understanding of the overall creep
and creep fracture processes.

The general form of the creep equation is based on the well-established 9-Projection Concept (Evans and
Wilshire 1993), as follows:

( e ) (A.I)

where e is the creep strain, t is time and dj, 62, O3 and 64 are constants. The 8 parameters are obtained by
fitting experimentally obtained creep curves: their stress and temperature dependence allow the data to be
extrapolated to the operating conditions of the container. We have specified an end-of-life criterion
based on a maximum allowable strain. This is defined as the strain at the onset of tertiary creep, i.e.,
point D in Figure A2. As this will avoid the development of fracture damage during tertiary creep, this is
a conservative criterion.

The use of Eqn. (A.I), with specific reference to titanium, will be supplemented by the mechanistic
information incorporated in the Deformation Mechanism Map developed by Frost and Ashby (1982).
The map for titanium is shown in Figure A3. This allows the prevailing deformation mechanism for
secondary creep to be identified for any combination of applied stress and temperature. In addition, the
map provides the numerical value of the secondary creep rate for the appropriate conditions. Note that
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the homologous tejnperature (i.e., T/Tm where Tm is the material's melting point in degrees Kelvin)
corresponding to the container operating temperature (100°C), is 0.2.

To support the analytical methodology, a review of titanium creep has been completed (Dutton 1996a).
This has provided an in-depth understanding of the general creep behaviour and relevant mechanisms.
During this review, it was discovered that 27-year creep tests have been conducted on titanium at room
temperature. A similar review has been done for copper (Erb et al. 1996), which is an alternative
container shell material.

We are also conducting our own creep-testing program on titanium and copper. The preliminary results,
and their analysis using the 9-Projection Concept, have been reported by Dutton et al. (1996).

CREEP OF PACKED PARTICULATE

While the main body of this report describes the creep of packed particulates in greater detail, for the
following preliminary estimates we have assumed a simple cubic packing of equal-sized spherical
particles, as shown in Figure A4. Not only does this simplify the calculation, it is conservative because:

the packing density is low, and
the number of contacts between the spheres is at a minimum, hence the interparticle stress is
at a maximum.

We have also assumed the spheres are 1 mm in diameter (other sizes could readily be considered). This
relatively large diameter is also conservative, because the external load is shared by fewer particles, i.e.,
the interparticle stress is relatively high. The load supported by each contacting pair of particles is
calculated by a simple consideration of geometry. Thus, an external pressure of 12 MPa produces a load
of 12 MN on each square meter. For 1 mm spherical particles, this load is therefore shared by 106

particles, resulting in a force of 12 N per contacting pair.

Initially, the two adjacent particles are in point-to-point contact and the local stress will be quite high.
Deformation (elastic plus plastic) will occur to cause flattening at the contact zone of the spheres, which
would cause a decrease of the contact stress. A finite element model of the particle spheres has been
constructed to follow the time dependence of the contact stresses and the resulting deformations. The
finite element mesh for a quarter-sphere (a sufficient segment of the sphere, recognizing the prevailing
symmetry) is shown in Figure A5.

As further creep deformation occurs, contact flattening will increase, resulting in a continuous decrease
in the creep rate. Simple summation of this deformation mode for the complete assembly of spheres will
yield the overall creep behaviour of the packed-particulate mass. The final result is depicted
schematically in Figure A6. Clearly, to be able to quantify the actual behaviour, we need to have
available the inherent creep properties of the sphere material.

COMPACTION BEHAVIOUR OF SPHERE MATERIAL

In Johnson et al. (1994), the specified sphere material was glass. However, glass has two major
disadvantages:

it offers relatively low resistance to time-dependent deformation because its structure allows
Newtonian viscous flow to occur, and
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the strength of glass is significantly decreased by the presence of moisture: slow crack
propagation results in delayed failure, often called static fatigue.

Much greater strength and plastic stability are achieved by using a crystalline ceramic. Thus, it has been
suggested that a quartz sand be used. Compaction studies have been performed (Schutjens 1991) on such
sands at applied stresses up to 27.5 MPa and temperatures in the range 150 to 300°C, for relatively short
periods up to 91 days. The starting porosity was -45%. Some results are shown in Figure A7. This
shows that for dry sand, there is a rapid volumetric strain of ~ 10%, after which further compaction
essentially ceases (at these time scales). Such behaviour is commonly reported in the general literature,
as reviewed earlier in this report. The compaction largely occurs by particle rearrangement, until friction
and interlocking prevent further slippage. As shown in Figure A7, the behaviour of wet sand is
significantly different: progressive compaction is continuous. The process is one of stress-induced
dissolution of the quartz contact zones in the presence of water. It is clear that if we chose to employ
sand as the compacted particulate in a disposal container, the presence of water should be eliminated.

From this background, we have chosen alumina spheres as our reference material for our calculations, for
the following reasons:

it has high strength, comparable to quartz sand, and
it is probably the most studied material of all the ceramics; hence, a large database is
available.

It is evident from the above discussion that we must consider both the short- and long-term compaction
behaviour of alumina-particulate beds.

SHORT-TERM COMPACTION OF ALUMINA

The short-term compaction (particle rearrangement) of the particulate under external pressure will be
treated as an instantaneous volumetric strain on loading, noting that the short-term ductility of titanium is
quite high (-40%). The actual amount will depend on the degree of ideal packing we can realistically
achieve (by vibration techniques) in practice. This will be guided by the extensive literature on the
theoretical packing density of spheres, as discussed in the main text of this report. In addition, we can
employ the experimental data of Schutjens (1991) for dry sand, which would suggest a volumetric strain
of 10 to 15%. This would be input to the finite element model of the container. Note that a volumetric
strain of, say, 15% would result in a circumferential strain of about 7.5%, well within the short-term
strain capacity of titanium (40%).

Some refinements are possible. Thus, the paper of Schutjens (and others) show that on the application of
a load, microfracturing can occur at the contact points. This would increase the contact area, and hence
decrease the stress, in an analogous manner to the effect of local plastic deformation. We can readily
represent this behaviour in the finite element model of the sphere-to-sphere contact, depicted in
Figure A5. Thus, we would introduce into the model the threshold fracture stress for alumina (e.g.,
obtained from Table 7 of this report). To simplify the modelling, this would be introduced as an
effective yield stress, recognizing the equivalence of the fracture process and the plastic-deformation
process in increasing the area ol contact between contacting particles under sufficient pressure.
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LONG-TERM CREEP BEHAVIOUR OF ALUMINA PARTICLES

A useful compilation of the creep data on alumina is contained in the review by Cannon and Langdon
(1983), while the corresponding mechanisms are discussed in a companion paper (Cannon and Langdon
1988). From these papers, it is apparent that the bulk of the creep data are confined to higher
temperatures (> 1000°C), although there are some limited data near room temperature. To project the
creep behaviour to lower temperatures and much longer times, we employ the Deformation Mechanism
Map constructed by Frost and Ashby (1982) for polycrystalline alumina. This is reproduced in Figure
A8. This map is similar in form to that shown for titanium in Figure A3, and discussed above
(Deformation Mechanism Maps are also more extensively discussed by Dutton (1995)). It. should be
emphasized that although the temperature (and strain rates) of interest to us. are confined to the extreme
left of the map (the ambient homologous temperature is 0.16), the extrapolation into this region is
supported by the total information (experimental and theoretical) contained in the complete map. Thus,
although the extrapolation is extreme, it is supported by the assembled corpus of world-wide knowledge.

To place this information in a numerical form suitable for the finite element model of the contacting
spheres, we must capture the analytical equations on which the Deformation Mechanism Map is based.
This has been done in the memorandum of Dutton (1996b), which provided four equations to represent
strain rate (e) contributions from dislocation glide, dislocation climb and diffusional flow. They have
the general form:

f ^ y (A.2)

where A and n are creep constants, a is the stress, Q is the activation energy, k is Boltzmann's constant
and 7" is the temperature. Estimated values of these parameters have been provided by Frost and Ashby
(1982).

To ensure (verify) that the equations, and their necessary parameters and constants, have been properly
captured in our finite element code, they were used to reproduce the section of the alumina Deformation
Mechanism Map of interest to us. This is shown in Figure A9 (Garroni 1996). We have carefully
compared the results with the published map (Figure A8) and confirmed their validity.

It is worth noting that in Figure A9 we have limited the plotting of strain-rate contours to values greater
than ~10"s" ' (similar to the published map in Figure A8). As a result, most of the left-hand region of
the map is devoid of contour lines. This just means that the strain rates will be extremely low as the
stress decreases at the ambient temperature of the container.

Having established the required creep-rate equations for alumina (in the form of Eqn. (A.2)), we can use
the finite element model for contacting spheres (Figure A5) to obtain a quantativative version of
Figure A6. To date, this computation has not been completed. However, it should be evident from
Figures A8 and A9 that we anticipate very low strain rates to be established quickly, < 10"l2s"'. For this
reason, the remainder of this Appendix will be limited to a description, in principle, as to how the
particulate creep information can be used to estimate the projected lifetime of the container shell.
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ESTIMATION OF SHELL LIFETIME

At the present time, we cannot apply the 6-Projection Concept to the estimation of the container-shell
life, because we have insufficient experimental data to quantify the stress/temperature dependence of the
9 parameters. Thus, we shall have to use alternative methods which, although they lack the
sophistication of the 6-Projection Concept, are still scientifically well grounded.

The logic sequence begins with Figure A6. As explained earlier, because of the direct coupling between
the container wall and the packed particulate, Figure A6 represents the time-dependent deformation of
the titanium shell. Thus, at any point in time, Figure A6 yields the characteristic creep rate of the
titanium. Through the mechanical coupling between the shell and the particulate, the stress in the
container wall will self-adjust to realize that value necessary to sustain the characteristic creep rate. This
will be the flow-stress level corresponding to the imposed creep rate. Thus, given the specified creep
rate, we can use the Deformation Mechanism Map for titanium (Figure A3) to calculate this stress. With
this information, we can plot the stress in the shell wall as a function of time, corresponding to
Figure A6. This is shown schematically in Figure A10 (noting that quantitative versions of both
Figures A6 and A10 await the numerical output of the particulate finite-element analysis).

For purposes of long-term extrapolation of the container shell creep-lifetime behaviour, we can employ
the well-known Monkman-Grant relationship (this, and the Larson-Miller parameter that derives from it,
is discussed more fully by Dutton (1995)), which is based on the observation that the time to rupture, tn

is inversely proportional to the creep rate:

— °c e = Aa" exp(- Q / kT) (A.3)

By converting this equation into logarithmic form, the Larson-Miller parameter {Pun) can be extracted as

PL M=T(logt r+C) (A.4)

where C is a constant obtained from a fit to experimental data. The utility of this correlation parameter is
to superimpose stress-rupture data, obtained over a range of stress and temperature, onto a single master
design curve, i.e., a plot of PLM versus stress. Such a plot enables the rupture behaviour at long times and
low temperatures to be predicted from experimental data obtained at shorter times and higher
temperatures. The Larson-Miller plot published by Drefahl et al. (1985) (and discussed by Dutton
1996a) is shown in Figure Al l , with C = 20. The credibility of this plot is enhanced by the inclusion of
stress-rupture data obtained at room temperature, with rupture times up to 200,000 hours. The observed
ductility for these tests was quite high, -40%, the actual creep curves being shown in Figure A12.

Despite the absence of quantitative data (for Figures A6 and A10 in particular), we can proceed to make
some ball-park estimates in the following manner; we might call this a bounding analysis. For a 1000-
year lifetime at 100°C, the Larson-Miller parameter given by Eqn. (A.4) (with C = 20, Tin degrees K and
tr in hours) is 10,050. To achieve this on the basis of Figure A11, the operating stress would be
~ 180 MPa. From Figure A12, we note that a creep test (at room temperature) at this stress has produced
a strain of ~ 1 % after 27 years. This represents an average creep rate of 1.2 x 10"s"' and a total strain of
37% over 1000 years. If we refer to the Deformation Mechanism Map (Figure A3), this would predict
that a creep rate of ~10"s~' at 100°C will be within the power-law creep region, and would require a
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shear stress of -50 MPa, which is equivalent to a uniaxial stress of -100 MPa. Such considerations
would indicate that acceptable operating conditions for the container shell would be represented by:

rupture lifetime = 1000 years
creep rate = 1.2 x 10"s"'
total creep strain = 37%
operating stress between 100 and 180 MPa.

The judgment as to whether or not these values of creep rate and flow stress realistically apply to the
container awaits the quantitative versions of Figures A6 and A10. However, we can anticipate the
likelihood of an acceptable answer by examining the Deformation Mechanism Map for alumina, i.e.,
Figures A8 or A9, noting that the appropriate homologous temperatures for the paniculate is 0.16. Thus,
as soon as the stress at the sphere-to-sphere contact point has reduced from its maximum value by a
factor of - 5 , the creep rate has rapidly dropped to extremely low values ( « 10 l2s"'). From the
Deformation Mechanism Map for titanium (Figure A3), such strain rates would be produced by stresses
< 10 MPa at a homologous temperature of -0.2. Thus, the actual flow stress realized in the container
wall would be of the order of 10 MPa, which is much less than the stress range of 100 - 180 MPa for
which the creep-rupture life of the container wall is estimated to be 1000 years. That is to say, we expect
the container lifetime to be » 1000 years.

Such arguments, based on currently available information, provide a defensible position for the long-term
viability of the container shell. When we complete the calculations on the packed-particulate creep
behaviour, the case can be made even more quantitative (while retaining the essential logic presented
above). We will arrive at this position when the information comprising Figures A6 and A10 is
computed. The logical sequence will then be the reverse of the discussion presented above. This
sequence will now be described in qualitative terms.

The extrapolation of the final time to rupture (i.e., the container lifetime) must take into account the fact
that the titanium shell creep rate, as depicted in Figure A6, and the corresponding flow stress depicted in
Figure A10, is decreasing with time. If the variable (£ or o) falls off very rapidly, we could simplify the
situation by working with an average (characteristic) value representing the greater fraction of the
lifetime. Let's call the appropriate stress dKV. Then, using Figure Al l , the corresponding Larson-Miller
parameter, P^ is read off, from which the time to rupture, t*y, can be calculated using Eqn. (A.4).

If it were judged that the use of averaging was too coarse, we could use a method of integration over the
full range of Figure A10. This would be facilitated by using the well-known Robinson's life-fraction rule
(Evans 1984). Thus, we divide Figure A10 into increments of stress, a1, a2... d which we can assume to
be constant for the time periods t', t2... t'. Using the Larson-Miller plot (Figure All) , the times to
rupture for each of the stresses d will be known, i.e., t\, tr ... t'r. The Robinson's rule states that rupture
will occur when

- = 1 (A.5)

from which the total time to rupture will be
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FIGURE A4: Assumed Packing of Particulate in a Simple Cubic Array
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FIGURE A5: Finite Element Mesh for Quarter Segment of Contacting Particulate Sphere
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FIGURE A6: Schematic Plot of Time-Dependent Volumetric Compaction of Particulate
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FIGURE A10: Schematic Plot of the Time-Dependent Flow Stress in the Container Shell
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